Op- en afbouw
number of persons on tour

current residence

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

Sunday

10/04/2022

hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

15Feet6
België

www.15feet6.com
number of persons on tour

5

ARTISTS: Richard Fox (UK); Niko Miettinen (Finland); Mateo Giron (Spain); Rosa
Tyyskä (Finland); Jasper D'Hondt (België);

current residence
Gent (België);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

League & Legend

Primus

0:40 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Float like a butterfly. Sting like a bee. His hands can't hit what
his eyes can't see. - Muhammed Ali

0:40 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
We are introduced to two primuses on the high school of life,
totally blasé and too cool for school. Cold war turns into target
practice as the protagonists are hell on wheels. The icing on the
cake of this explosive piece is not for people with a weak
digestion.

In ‘League & Legend’ 15Feet6 take it to the pitch. Armed with
pole vault poles and tape they beat every record on their way to
the top. The name of the game is irrelevant, the show anything
but. Go 15ft6!

https://vimeo.com/496446872
https://vimeo.com/647055896

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

Sunday

10/04/2022

hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

16:00

17/2 League & Legend

00:40 h

18:45

17/2 League & Legend

00:40 h

16:00

17/2 League & Legend

00:40 h

18:45

17/2 League & Legend

00:40 h

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

16:15

17/1 League & Legend

00:40 h

16:15

17/1 League & Legend

00:40 h

Actic
Nederland

www.actic.nl
number of persons on tour

3

ARTISTS: Jelle de Bruijn (Nederland); Leo van der Veen (Nederland); Janneke
Everaars (Nederland);

current residence
Amersfoort (Nederland);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Actic Airlines

Actic Carwash

0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Actic Airlines is their new airline that brings people from point
A to point B of the festival site. After the security check
passangers can go on board in the ‘airplane’. The plane is an
old fashion kiddy ride bumpy airplane. There is a captain on
board of the airplane. He informs the passengers with all kinds
of information.
Behind the airplane 6 original seats from a plane are towed. In
total, there are 6 spots for the passengers in one flight.

1:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Actic Carwash is a more than 7 meters long theatrical car wash
in which just about everything is washed, except the car. Played
in an electrical vintage Moskvitch car, participants drive over a
guide rail into an open car wash. The car is thoroughly cleaned
by two rotating brushes with environmentally friendly soap and
it gets a bubble treatment. The car comes out again via the dry
dock. The 2 other cars offer space for new participants.

https://www.actic.nl/actic-airlines
https://www.actic.nl/actic-carwash
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XriNOH20xyo&t=3s
https://vimeo.com/600217971

normal program
hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor

day

date

performance / show

duration

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

14:15
15:00
16:45
17:30
19:00

3/1
1/1
3/1
1/1
3/1

Actic Airlines
Actic Carwash
Actic Airlines
Actic Carwash
Actic Airlines

00:30 h
01:30 h
00:30 h
01:30 h
00:30 h

14:15
15:00
16:45
17:30
19:00

3/1
1/4
3/1
1/4
3/1

Actic Airlines
Actic Carwash
Actic Airlines
Actic Carwash
Actic Airlines

00:30 h
01:30 h
00:30 h
01:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

14:15
15:00
16:45
17:30
19:00

3/1
1/1
3/1
1/1
3/1

Actic Airlines
Actic Carwash
Actic Airlines
Actic Carwash
Actic Airlines

00:30 h
01:30 h
00:30 h
01:30 h
00:30 h

14:15
15:00
16:45
17:30
19:00

3/1
1/4
3/1
1/4
3/1

Actic Airlines
Actic Carwash
Actic Airlines
Actic Carwash
Actic Airlines

00:30 h
01:30 h
00:30 h
01:30 h
00:30 h

Adrian Schvarzstein and Jurate Sirvyte
Spain

www.adrianschvarzstein.com
number of persons on tour

2

ARTISTS: Adrian Schvarzstein (Argentina); Juraste Sírvyte (Lithuania);

current residence
Barcelona (Spain); Vilnius (Lithuania);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Arrived
0:40 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
They came from the not-so-distant past and therefore see the
present-day world through somewhat different eyes. They
appear to be blissfully naïve and willing to help everyone and in
every place. They surprise passers-by with their funny
behavior, provoke and make them laugh by creating absurd and
surreal situations. Music that is heard from their suitcases is
the only clue as to where these two strangers came from. The
audience then, becomes part of this performance.

a show about migrations, exiles, new comers,
a show about us!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=283&v=fwnEcHw8gLA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EUptnMkza3c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QKrY5ETXTJA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hxK-T8NLJUQ

normal program
hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor

day

date

performance / show

duration

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

15:30
18:15

3/1 Arrived
3/1 Arrived

00:40 h
00:40 h

15:30
18:15

3/1 Arrived
3/1 Arrived

00:40 h
00:40 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

15:30
18:15

3/1 Arrived
3/1 Arrived

00:40 h
00:40 h

15:30
18:15

3/1 Arrived
3/1 Arrived

00:40 h
00:40 h

Altrego
Germany

www.altrego.de
number of persons on tour

3

ARTISTS: Viktor Kucera (Czech Republic); Dirk Volkmann (Germany);
TECHNICIANS: Andrea Kucera (Germany);

current residence
Hildesheim (Germany);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Rider Mo
0:30 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Mo, actually Manfred K. from Hildesheim/Germany, is the most
important and, unfortunately, the single member of a Biker Club
MC Hilde. He cruises on his wooden Harley-Davidson though
the folks. His two (non wooden) body guards keep the groupies
on distance. ‘Cause, who can resist his chame? Would You?
A walk-act featured by real Harley Davidson sound.
For mixed public.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NlQR7JV_meA&t=3s

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

Sunday

09/04/2022

10/04/2022

hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

19:30

10/1 Rider Mo

00:30 h

15:30

3/1 Rider Mo

00:30 h

17:15

3/1 Rider Mo

00:30 h

19:30

10/1 Rider Mo

00:30 h

15:30

3/1 Rider Mo

00:30 h

17:15

3/1 Rider Mo

00:30 h

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

19:30

10/1 Rider Mo

00:30 h

16:30

5/1 Rider Mo

00:30 h

18:45
19:30

5/1 Rider Mo
10/1 Rider Mo

00:30 h
00:30 h

16:30

5/1 Rider Mo

00:30 h

18:45

5/1 Rider Mo

00:30 h

Andrea Cerrato Roue Cyr
Italy

www.andreacerrato.it
number of persons on tour

3

ARTISTS: Andrea Cerrato (Italy);
TECHNICIANS: Micol Veglia (Italy);
OTHER PERSONS: ??? tbc

current residence
Torino (Italy);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Borderline
0:30 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
“A space castaway” is forced to come to terms with himself and
explore the meanders of his being, inhabiting an abstract
landscape composed exclusively of two circles. During the
course of the show, these circles create different images and
suggestions reflecting the complex and profound universe of
the subconscious.
The castaway thus embarks on the journey towards knowledge,
overcoming his own limits and the challenges proposed by the
structure that keeps changing.

In this way the show is always genuine and authentic, where
risk and precariousness act as a link between the artist and the
audience.
All this is enriched by theater and dance (hip-hop,
contemporary, acrodance), so that the circus arts are not just a
pretext for acrobatics and virtuosity, but a real communication
tool. This new language gives the artist the possibility of using
different skills in harmony with each other, creating a unique
and personalized show. Music plays a fundamental role.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3CpPa_pUkUA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IfBAr2uVuGk

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

Sunday

10/04/2022

hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

15:15

9/2 Borderline

00:30 h

17:15

9/2 Borderline

00:30 h

15:15

9/2 Borderline

00:30 h

17:15

9/2 Borderline

00:30 h

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

15:45

9/1 Borderline

00:30 h

15:45

9/1 Borderline

00:30 h

Animare.eu
België

animare.eu/nl/de-bloementuin-van-alicewonderland
number of persons on tour

4

ARTISTS: Anne Vandelanotte (België);
TECHNICIANS: Frank Poelvoorde (België); Dieter Demeyere (België); Bert Pattyn
(België);

current residence
Brugge (België);

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

De bloementuin van Alice in Wonderland
8:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Just like the bees that are attracted to the roses, you will be
drawn into the magical world, of giant roses and poppies, magic
and wonder.
The beauty of those multicolored roses and the giant poppies
that have grown up to 2m high will leave nobody indifferent.
Spellbound Children and adults will look with wonder and
amazement and they will put a smile on everyone’s face.
This is a highlight for your event.

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

hour

pitch

outdoor

rain program
hour

pitch

indoor

performance / show

duration

performance / show

duration

21:00

13/1 De bloementuin van Alice in
Wonderland

08:00 h

21:00

13/1 De bloementuin van Alice in
Wonderland

08:00 h

Saturday

09/04/2022

14:30
21:00

13/1 De bloementuin van Alice in
13/1 Wonderland
De bloementuin van Alice in
Wonderland

08:00 h
08:00 h

14:30
21:00

13/1 De bloementuin van Alice in
13/1 Wonderland
De bloementuin van Alice in
Wonderland

08:00 h
08:00 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

14:30

13/1 De bloementuin van Alice in
Wonderland

08:00 h

14:30

13/1 De bloementuin van Alice in
Wonderland

08:00 h

Anna Krazy
Estonia

https://www.annakreations.com/
number of persons on tour

1

ARTISTS: Anna Kristin Mccarthy (Estonia);

current residence
Tallinn (Estonia);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

All Strings Attached
0:40 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
THIS SHOW CAN BE PERFORMED IN MANY LANGUAGES! English, German, French, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish,
Swedish, Danish, Norwegian, Finnish, Latvian, Lithuanian,
Polish etc.

"All Strings Attached" is a fascinating contemporary street
show of dance, acrobatics and contortion!
Anna Krazy bends as if she had no bones and does tricks that
will leave you breathless!
Extreme contortion and krazy acrobatics! This heart warming
and astonishing show is a must see!

https://youtu.be/FIl9K0pHXaE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p8fuG-oLUGs

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

Sunday

10/04/2022

hour

pitch

outdoor

rain program

performance / show

duration

15:45

6/1 All Strings Attached

00:40 h

18:30

6/1 All Strings Attached

00:40 h

15:45

6/1 All Strings Attached

00:40 h

18:30

6/1 All Strings Attached

00:40 h

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

18:15

4/1 All Strings Attached

00:40 h

18:15

4/1 All Strings Attached

00:40 h

Barbara Probst – Collectif La même balle
France

etbarbara.com
number of persons on tour

2

ARTISTS: Barbara Probst (Autriche);
TECHNICIANS: Oriane Dumont (France);

current residence
Montpellier (France);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Histoire d'eau (version en Français)

Histoire d'eau (Nederlands / German version)

0:20 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
A duel in the bathroom. Once upon a time there was a shiny
luxurious bathtub and a fancy and dynamic businesswoman.
The woman was determined to sell the bathtub. During a
demonstration of the bathtub the bussineswoman tells you
everything about all the latest technologies of the tub. At one
moment the mechanics doesn’t functions well anymore. The
foam in the bath piles up and the floor of the bathroom
becomes wet. A few spectacular slip ups happens, and finally
the woman falls into the tub.

During all these events the businesswoman carries on on
promoting the bathtub. But then the bathtub begins to resist. A
clownish adventure between a bathtub and their mistress. A
burlesque adventure on the waves of the water.

https://vimeo.com/425676029

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

Sunday

10/04/2022

hour

pitch

outdoor

performance / show

rain program
duration

14:15

1/1 Histoire d'eau (version en Français)

00:20 h

16:00

1/1 Histoire d'eau (version en Français)

00:20 h

18:30

1/1 Histoire d'eau (version en Français)

00:20 h

14:15

1/1 Histoire d'eau (version en Français)

00:20 h

16:00

1/1 Histoire d'eau (version en Français)

00:20 h

18:30

1/1 Histoire d'eau (version en Français)

00:20 h

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

14:30

1/2 Histoire d'eau (version en Français)

00:20 h

16:15

1/2 Histoire d'eau (version en Français)

00:20 h

14:30

1/2 Histoire d'eau (version en Français)

00:20 h

16:15

1/2 Histoire d'eau (version en Français)

00:20 h

Bert Berg
België

www.BertBerg.com
number of persons on tour

3

ARTISTS: Bert Vanden Berghe (België);
TECHNICIANS: Jamie Hollebeke (België);
OTHER PERSONS: TBC (België);

current residence
Brussel (België);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

A Sensitive Case

A Sensitive Build

0:50 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
A small stage is filled to the brim with mousetrap architectures,
in between someone traces every shape and curve of this
universe with his body. With very precise ‘footwork’,
handstands and well balanced acrobatics he explores this
place. The journey follows an unpredictable route towards what
is hidden inside. Traps will snap when they want, bait will fly
across the stage and over 500 mousetraps & 1 human will
dance together, but who's leading?

4:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
This mousetrap sculpting marathon performance with over 1500
traps lasts from 3 to 8 hours. In it delicate mousetrap sculptures
are constructed and deconstructed in challenging ways. What
the visiting audience sees is as mix between a meditative
Japanese sand garden and explosive chain reaction. The
arches, snakes, chain reactions, towers and many more images
are built in a precise way before it collapse and starts all over
again. This building experiment is filmed with a time lapse
camera.

https://vimeo.com/435506557
https://vimeo.com/392944176
https://vimeo.com/230668900
https://vimeo.com/467674351

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

Sunday

10/04/2022

hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

15:15

1/2 A Sensitive Case

00:50 h

18:30

1/2 A Sensitive Case

00:50 h

15:15

1/2 A Sensitive Case

00:50 h

18:30

1/2 A Sensitive Case

00:50 h

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

15:15

1/1 A Sensitive Case

00:50 h

15:15

1/1 A Sensitive Case

00:50 h

Bubble On Circus
Italy

www.bubbleoncircus.com
number of persons on tour

2

ARTISTS: Mariano Guz (Argentina); Egle Sciarappa (Italy); Alekos Ottaviucci
(Italy); Ilaria Fioretto (Italy);

current residence
Sasso Marconi (Bologna)France (Italy);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

La Vie est Bulle

WonderWalks

0:35 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
La vie est bulle is a poetic travel with comic situations that will
show us the unbreakable bond between two people, from youth
to old age: the capacity to love.
It’s a hymn to life, life seen as a soap bubble, fragile and
wonderful.
Gestual theater, soap bubbles, magic and puppetry will mix
creating a unique show that will take us all, from children to the
elderly, to a timeless world.

0:45 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
They come out of the Deep Forest to blow your mind, they
explore your world and let you discover them.
In their Wonderwalks the two mystic creatures will raise
millions of soap bubbles and make them shine in front of your
eyes, leaving behind their path a rain of suggestive emotions.

https://vimeo.com/491871191
https://vimeo.com/329804026
https://bubbleoncircus.com/en/la_vie_est_bulle/
https://bubbleoncircus.com/en/wonderwalks/

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

Sunday

09/04/2022

10/04/2022

hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

19:45

13/2 WonderWalks

00:45 h

19:45

13/1 WonderWalks

00:45 h

15:30
16:00
18:00
18:00

17/2
13/2
13/2
17/2

00:35 h
00:45 h
00:45 h
00:35 h

16:00
18:00

13/1 WonderWalks
13/1 WonderWalks

00:45 h
00:45 h

19:45

13/2 WonderWalks

00:45 h

18:15
19:45

17/1 La Vie est Bulle
13/1 WonderWalks

00:35 h
00:45 h

15:30
16:00
18:00
18:00

17/2
13/2
13/2
17/2

00:35 h
00:45 h
00:45 h
00:35 h

16:00
18:00

13/1 WonderWalks
13/1 WonderWalks

00:45 h
00:45 h

18:15

17/1 La Vie est Bulle

00:35 h

La Vie est Bulle
WonderWalks
WonderWalks
La Vie est Bulle

La Vie est Bulle
WonderWalks
WonderWalks
La Vie est Bulle

Chris Blaze "The Fire Ninja"
Estonia

https://www.chrisblaze.com/
number of persons on tour

1

ARTISTS: Chris Blaze (Australia);

current residence
Tallinn (Estonia);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Chris Blaze "The Fire Ninja"
0:45 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
"The Greatest High Energy Ninja Style Fire Show On The
Planet"
The Blazed Up Fire Show is loaded with high energy, fire and
explosions. Many call him the new age "Street Fighter".
Besides creating unbelievable fire effects and putting the
audience on the edge of their seats with his fire eating set and
big explosions, he also manages to use the audience in a
charming, clever and entertaining way.
Not one person will leave disappointed!!!

One of the only fire shows in the world that has won 1st place
prize in a day time busking festival.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y3qFwVk5ZFE&t=9s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JfbT7zDD-Ds
https://vimeo.com/374878822

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

Sunday

10/04/2022

hour

pitch

outdoor

rain program
hour

pitch

indoor

performance / show

duration

performance / show

duration

21:45

14/1 Chris Blaze "The Fire Ninja"

00:45 h

21:45

14/2 Chris Blaze "The Fire Ninja"

00:45 h

21:45

14/1 Chris Blaze "The Fire Ninja"

00:45 h

21:45

14/2 Chris Blaze "The Fire Ninja"

00:45 h

Chris Iris
Germany

www.chris-iris.com
number of persons on tour

2

ARTISTS: Iris Pelz (Germany); Christopher Schlunk (Germany);

current residence
Tübingen (Germany);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

GAP of 42
0:42 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Two dissimilar bodies meet acrobatically. 42 cm separate them
in size, 42 kg in weight.
How can these bodies work together? Where do they
complement each other almost symbiotically? Where do they
meet limits?
In GAP of 42 extraordinary acrobatics and situational comedy
meet. Philosophical questions are raised, unusual images and
absurd moments arise. Acrobatics with precision and ease,
inspiring, funny and with a lot of depth.

The piece consists of independent scenes, which interconnect
and complement each other.
It’s a compilation of hand-to-hand acrobatics, physical theatre,
dance and object theatre.
"Seldom has one seen a dance or acrobatic couple that
portrays the great themes of being so subtly, so poetically."
(Bernd Guido Weber - Schwäbische)

https://www.chris-iris.com/en-gb/gap-of-42

https://vimeo.com/477606888
www.vimeo.com/chrisiris/gapof42

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

hour
19:30

Saturday

Sunday

09/04/2022

10/04/2022

16:15
19:30

16:15

pitch

performance / show

14/1 GAP of 42

14/1 GAP of 42
14/1 GAP of 42

14/1 GAP of 42

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

00:42 h

00:42 h
00:42 h

00:42 h

21:00

14/1 GAP of 42

00:42 h

16:15

14/1 GAP of 42

00:42 h

21:00

14/1 GAP of 42

00:42 h

16:15

14/1 GAP of 42

00:42 h

Cia Duo Masawa
Italy

http://duomasawa.wix.com/duomasawa
number of persons on tour

2

ARTISTS: Wanagi Valnei (Italy); Manuela Maria Gaona (Argentina);

current residence
Nuoro (Italy);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Involucion
0:25 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
“Involucion” is a show which tells how the technologic means
of communication have come to create a dependence that gets
to the point of making us forget the most primitive
characteristic regarding human beings: direct, physical contact
between two people, without nothing interrupting the magic of
the meeting, when all our gestures and looks remember us that
we are alive. This message is transmitted through the use of
corporal language, using hand to hand (acrobatic duo ) and
dance.

Techniques:hand to hand, contemporary dance, corporal
expression.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J32BoR1W4KA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zXL4rO6k-3I&list=TLGG5LWV6ykuMhYyNzA5MjAyMQ&t=2s

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

Sunday

10/04/2022

hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

16:30

9/2 Involucion

00:25 h

18:00

9/2 Involucion

00:25 h

16:30

9/2 Involucion

00:25 h

18:00

9/2 Involucion

00:25 h

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

16:45

9/1 Involucion

00:25 h

16:45

9/1 Involucion

00:25 h

Cia LA TAL
Spain

www.cialatal.com
number of persons on tour

5

ARTISTS: Andreu Sans (Spain); Jose Alejandro Navarro (Spain); Manuel
Sebastian (Spain);
TECHNICIANS: Enric Caso (Spain);
OTHER PERSONS: Fiona Rycroft (Spain);

current residence
Rubi (Barcelona) (Spain);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Carilló
0:25 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
In 2002, the theatre company LA TAL decided to re-launch a
unique show (previously called HORA KRONOBIS) by using a
central element of the previous scenography: the machinery of
a huge clock.
In it, the boundaries of mime are thoroughly tested, with a
singular interpretation of this theatrical technique.

Ding, dong, ding, dong...rings the jingle bell’s music, the gears
start moving...Tic-tac, tic-tac...It’s time! Knights and the clowns
fill the stage where quarrels and passions are mixed.
From inside the clock, magic appears and floods everything:
physical space but also a mental space.
The duration of the entire show without break is 45 min. A
watchmaker appears to move the hands of the clock to signal
the switch between the 4 scenes of the play.
They can also offer shorter shows of 10-20 or 30min long.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5-ZyHQvvAjU

normal program
hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor

day

date

performance / show

duration

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

14:00
16:15
18:00

18/1 Carilló
18/1 Carilló
18/1 Carilló

00:25 h
00:25 h
00:25 h

14:00
16:15
18:00

18/4 Carilló
18/4 Carilló
18/4 Carilló

00:25 h
00:25 h
00:25 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

14:00
16:15
18:00

18/1 Carilló
18/1 Carilló
18/1 Carilló

00:25 h
00:25 h
00:25 h

14:00
16:15
18:00

18/4 Carilló
18/4 Carilló
18/4 Carilló

00:25 h
00:25 h
00:25 h

Cie des Chaussons Rouges
België

www.ciedeschaussonsrouges.be
number of persons on tour

6

ARTISTS: Marta Lodoli (Italy); Audrey Bossuyt (België); Artiste invité (België);
TECHNICIANS: tbc
OTHER PERSONS: Pierre Nouneberg (France);

current residence
Bruxelles (België);

Contemplations (Forteresse)
0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
The artists thwart the wall, sneak into inaccessible places and
take cross roads. They reveal passages and open doors to
other possibilities.
The performances of “Contemplations” are the emergence of an
intimate dialogue between the artists and the place where the
thread is installed. They are unique each time.

With the “Contemplations” project, the Cie des Chaussons
Rouges offers tightrope walker performances in unusual
places, in collaboration with guest artists from other arts than
the circus.
In Ypres, the company sets up in the ramparts. Once the site of
violent battles and today a haven of nature and biodiversity.
The “Fortress” performance questions the role of walls and
barriers. Does a fortress protect or enclose?

https://vimeo.com/650104004

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

hour

pitch

outdoor

performance / show

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

19:30

15/2 Contemplations (Forteresse)

00:30 h

19:30

15/1 Contemplations (Forteresse)

00:30 h

Saturday

09/04/2022

15:00
17:30

15/2 Contemplations (Forteresse)
15/2 Contemplations (Forteresse)

00:30 h
00:30 h

15:00
17:30

15/1 Contemplations (Forteresse)
15/1 Contemplations (Forteresse)

00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

15:00
17:30

15/2 Contemplations (Forteresse)
15/2 Contemplations (Forteresse)

00:30 h
00:30 h

15:00
17:30

15/1 Contemplations (Forteresse)
15/1 Contemplations (Forteresse)

00:30 h
00:30 h

Cie Les Invendus
France

www.cielesinvendus.com
number of persons on tour

3

ARTISTS: Guillaume Cachera (France); Nicolas Paumier (France);
OTHER PERSONS: Denis Poulin (France);

current residence
Saint Nolff (France);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Accroche-toi si tu peux
0:45 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Some people look like a dog, others more like a cat. Their paws
look like velvet and move pliantly. Sometimes, the two artists
have the shape of one single body with four arms and legs.
They make juggling movements. They combine music with
juggling. These young Bretons juggle in a virtuoso way, based
on fluently, dynamic and intense movement. The movements
support mime, but can also be acrobatic. A performance with
precise juggling that is aesthetical and perky. It unites two
charming, endearing, witty and generous people.

https://vimeo.com/448269360

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

Sunday

10/04/2022

hour

pitch

outdoor

performance / show

rain program
duration

14:15

14/1 Accroche-toi si tu peux

00:45 h

17:30

14/1 Accroche-toi si tu peux

00:45 h

14:15

14/1 Accroche-toi si tu peux

00:45 h

17:30

14/1 Accroche-toi si tu peux

00:45 h

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

14:30

14/1 Accroche-toi si tu peux

00:45 h

14:30

14/1 Accroche-toi si tu peux

00:45 h

Compagnia Trioche
Italy

www.trioche.com
number of persons on tour

4

ARTISTS: Franca Pampaloni (Italy); Nicanor Cancellieri (Argentina); Irene
Giuseppina Geninatti Chiolero (only for Troppe Arie) (Italy);
TECHNICIANS: Luca Carbone/Elia Origoni/Marco Neri (Italy);

current residence
La Spezia (Italy);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Troppe Arie

Oldies Goldies
0:40 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau

0:40 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Once they were a trio; now they’re just a duo. In memory of
Rose, their former third member, elderly concert musicians Ada
and Elsa come back on stage to play the same set that
enchanted audiences at the most prestigious classical music
festivals ages and ages ago. ... “OLDIES GOLDIES” is a comic
show of few words, a host of new sounds, and virtuoso opera
music that provide the soundtrack to surreal gags, magic tricks,
and simple puppetery. A comical concert to delight and amaze
audiences of all ages.

A funny wordless musical with the focuss on live music and a
clown. From Mozart to Rossini and from Bizet to Bellini… The
great Opera appeals a public of all ages. Put the common
classical music aside en enjoy this qualitative performance.

https://vimeo.com/171432546
https://vimeo.com/204579812

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

Sunday

hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

21:00

9/1 Troppe Arie

00:40 h

15:45
21:00

9/1 Troppe Arie
9/1 Troppe Arie

00:40 h
00:40 h

14:15
15:45

9/1 Troppe Arie
9/1 Troppe Arie

00:40 h
00:40 h

09/04/2022

10/04/2022

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

21:00

9/1 Troppe Arie

00:40 h

14:15

9/1 Troppe Arie

00:40 h

21:00

9/1 Troppe Arie

00:40 h

14:15

9/1 Troppe Arie

00:40 h

Compagnie des Quatre Saisons
België

www.4saisons.be
number of persons on tour

4

ARTISTS: Eric Lefèvre (België); Gert Segers (België); Frédérique Prohaczka
(België); Franchon Lefèvre (België);

current residence
Bassenge (België);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Joséphine, transport sauvage
1:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
One day, at the end of the Middle Ages, there was an afwul fire
sptitting dragon who kidnapped princesses. The dragon was
defeated and put to sleep for a long time. Now, a group of
fearless children woke it up. The dragon is lost and confused
because of his long time asleep, but notice that the time has
changed. The dragon calls herself Joséphine. She invites the
public to accompany her to make a trip to the market and
shopping streets by singing original and happy songs.

It is a mobile and interactive act. Every 5 minutes six children
are invited to climb on the back of the dragon. During one song
they make a walk while sitting on top of the back of the dragon.
By the end of the song the dragon drops the tail to the ground
so the children can climb down.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJ61bg7uHWc&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WldL0zZeywY&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LWm_w3dn09M&feature=emb_logo

normal program
hour

pitch

outdoor

performance / show

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor

day

date

performance / show

duration

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

14:00
16:30

17/1 Joséphine, transport sauvage
17/1 Joséphine, transport sauvage

01:00 h
01:00 h

14:00
16:30

17/2 Joséphine, transport sauvage
17/2 Joséphine, transport sauvage

01:00 h
01:00 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

14:00
16:30

17/1 Joséphine, transport sauvage
17/1 Joséphine, transport sauvage

01:00 h
01:00 h

14:00
16:30

17/2 Joséphine, transport sauvage
17/2 Joséphine, transport sauvage

01:00 h
01:00 h

Compagnie Majordome
France

www.compagniemajordome.com
number of persons on tour

3

ARTISTS: Quentin Brevet (France);
TECHNICIANS: Jérémy Ravoux (France);
OTHER PERSONS: Mathieu Vattan (France);

current residence
Bourg en Bresse (France);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

A Tiroirs Ouverts
0:55 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Behind this juggling and burlesque spectacle, funny and
touching, of a high technicality, hides a solitude which will be
revealed as the challenges and exploits crossed. Play to
survive, invent somewhere else.

A scene that symbolizes a cramped interior, some boards, a
table, stools. Balls, sometimes juggling objects, sometimes
imaginary characters, populate every corner of the furniture…
A lonely man takes his feet in the folds of life, falls and rises…
falls and rises.
Little by little, he opens the drawers of his inner world to let us
hear the noise from inside.

Balls strike and strike again. It is an increased juggling: we hear
what is usually only seen.
The objects, the balls and the scenery itself are organized in a
symphony of odds and ends: the show is total.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A6joQWGpxJQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SiSwf0TnMSQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nmt4gsT5ltg

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

19:30

7/1 A Tiroirs Ouverts

00:55 h

19:30

7/2 A Tiroirs Ouverts

00:55 h

Saturday

09/04/2022

14:00
16:45

7/1 A Tiroirs Ouverts
7/1 A Tiroirs Ouverts

00:55 h
00:55 h

14:00
16:45

7/2 A Tiroirs Ouverts
7/2 A Tiroirs Ouverts

00:55 h
00:55 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

14:00
16:45

7/1 A Tiroirs Ouverts
7/1 A Tiroirs Ouverts

00:55 h
00:55 h

14:00
16:45

7/2 A Tiroirs Ouverts
7/2 A Tiroirs Ouverts

00:55 h
00:55 h

Compagnie Monad
France

http://ciemonad.com/
number of persons on tour

4

ARTISTS: Van-Kim Tran (France); Cyrille Humen (France);
TECHNICIANS: David Maillard
OTHER PERSONS: Manon Estier

current residence
Paris (75), Wesserling (68), Clermont-Ferrand (63), Grenoble (38) (France);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Yin Zéro

Yin

0:25 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
They will contradict each other. They will seek to make the
invisible visible, to share with others what is happening within.
They will try to make the silence resonate and share eternity in
less than thirty minutes. Permanently, bodies will turn. And yet,
sometimes they will stand still. In this duet, they will be three.
Because Juggling will be present. In this spectacle of contact
juggling and dervish dance, two bodies will turn. You will be
taken into a modern trance, a hypnosis punctuated by the
choreography of the two protagonists.

1:15 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Yin is an invitation to shift one's perception, to change space
and time, to cross the border between worlds.
In this dervish dance and juggling show, the public shares the
experience of spinning from their armchair.
From hovering atmosphere to virtuoso juggling, he will be taken
into a modern trance, a hypnosis punctuated by a
choreography in revolution.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zi0qesGHQ_E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QGISpKlyo2Q

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

Sunday

09/04/2022

10/04/2022

hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

20:30

11/2 Yin Zéro

00:25 h

20:30

11/1 Yin Zéro

00:25 h

16:15

11/2 Yin Zéro

00:25 h

16:15

11/1 Yin Zéro

00:25 h

20:30

11/2 Yin Zéro

00:25 h

20:30

11/1 Yin Zéro

00:25 h

16:15
19:00

11/2 Yin Zéro
11/2 Yin Zéro

00:25 h
00:25 h

16:15
19:00

11/1 Yin Zéro
11/1 Yin Zéro

00:25 h
00:25 h

Compagnie Poc
France

https://compagniepoc.com
number of persons on tour

5

ARTISTS: Frédéric Perant (France); Mickael Papazof (Germany); Guillaume
Lancou (France);
TECHNICIANS: Bonny MATHIEU ou Benoit BLAIZE ou Léo BODENEZ (France);
OTHER PERSONS: Louise Roy (Emile Sabord Productions) (France);

current residence
Saint Brieuc (22000) (France);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

BPM (Concert Jonglé)
0:55 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Musical theater, musical choreography or rhythmic experience :
BPM is a concert where juggling becomes percussion and
comes into live through music…
Musicians transform their objects and bodies into musical
instruments, balls and bounces into notes, for an unclassifiable
concert with 2 body-percussionnists-jugglers and a multiinstrumentalist musician (piano, bass, melodica, MAO)…

3 passionate rhythms addicts, exploring music such as Indian
rap, funk and electro music.
A musical and human quest, where music is looked at and
movement listened to!

https://vimeo.com/625572962
https://vimeo.com/266460552

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

hour

21:00

Saturday

Sunday

09/04/2022

10/04/2022

pitch

performance / show

12/2 BPM (Concert Jonglé)

outdoor

rain program
duration

12/2 BPM (Concert Jonglé)

00:55 h

21:00

12/2 BPM (Concert Jonglé)

00:55 h

12/2 BPM (Concert Jonglé)
12/2 BPM (Concert Jonglé)

pitch

performance / show

duration

00:55 h

14:45

14:45
18:45

hour

indoor

00:55 h
00:55 h

22:00

14/1 BPM (Concert Jonglé)

00:55 h

22:00

14/1 BPM (Concert Jonglé)

00:55 h

18:45

14/1 BPM (Concert Jonglé)

00:55 h

Company Midnight
België

companymidnight.com
number of persons on tour

4

ARTISTS: Joris Verbeeren (België); Simone Scaini (Italy);
OTHER PERSONS: Griet Herssens (België); 1 TBC (België);

current residence
Zwevegem (België);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Us
0:50 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
A portrait of two unique Homo Sapiens Idioticus. Partners in
crime who can do anything with knives. The structure is their
small, dangerous universe. Knives and other objects are hung
up and can fall down at any time. If you push this button,
objects can fall. Immediately... or with a little delay.
An unhealthy mix of knife throwing, a rebellious computer and
lots of bad ideas...
The show is a mixture of knife throwing, technology and
comedy, with about 100 objects hanging from the structure,

the majority of which are knives that come down computercontrolled at any time. Everything is controlled by the players
on stage. A completely unique and innovative system was
designed to make all this come true. The knife throwing
consists of traditional elements as well as a completely new
investigation with knives inspired by juggling and manipulation.

https://www.facebook.com/967457596661559/videos/1380894365703172

normal program
hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor

day

date

performance / show

duration

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

15:15
17:15

7/3 Us
7/3 Us

00:50 h
00:50 h

15:15

11/1 Us

00:50 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

15:15
17:15

7/3 Us
7/3 Us

00:50 h
00:50 h

15:15

11/1 Us

00:50 h

De Vuurmeesters
België

www.devuurmeesters.be
number of persons on tour

12

ARTISTS: tbc (België);

current residence
Gent (België);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Watergloed

Vuurlandschappen

0:15 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
A mysterious fireboat sails across the water on which 2 opera
singers spread a water glow. The singers seduce and surprise
like sirens with their lyrical chants. Are you curious now? Then
come and be amazed!

3:00 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Fire landscapes add a new dimension and a new perception to
your current environment. They enchant your location into a
renewed, fiery, astonishing concept. They can be spread over
both large areas and smaller ones. Every landscape has its own
identity, but in every terrain, city or nature, they come into their
own.

normal program
hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor

day

date

performance / show

duration

Friday

08/04/2022

21:00
22:00
23:00

11/2 Vuurlandschappen
11/4 Watergloed
11/4 Watergloed

03:00 h
00:15 h
00:15 h

21:00
22:00
23:00

11/2 Vuurlandschappen
11/2 Watergloed
11/2 Watergloed

03:00 h
00:15 h
00:15 h

Saturday

09/04/2022

21:00
22:00
23:00

11/2 Vuurlandschappen
11/4 Watergloed
11/4 Watergloed

03:00 h
00:15 h
00:15 h

21:00
22:00
23:00

11/2 Vuurlandschappen
11/2 Watergloed
11/2 Watergloed

03:00 h
00:15 h
00:15 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

Dekru - Mosaico Errante
Ukraine

https://www.mosaicoerrante.
it/Show/Dekru/Dekru.html

number of persons on tour

7

ARTISTS: Mykyta Cherepakhin (Ukraine); Bogdan Svarnyk (Ukraine); Antonii
Kyiovych (Ukraine); Nataliia Neshva (Ukraine);
TECHNICIANS: Liubov Cherepakhina (Ukraine); Nicola Campostori (Italy);
OTHER PERSONS: Carla Borlandelli (Italy);

current residence
Kiev (5) (Ukraine); Milan (2) (Italy);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Light Souls (short version)

Light Souls (long version)

0:30 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Four artists, a woman and three men, dressed in black and with
white make up, take the stage. Suddenly, what was an empty
scene changes before your eyes and, thanks only to the artists’
plastic skills, it becomes different places from time to time:
ordinary places (an office, an elevator, a car) where everyone
can recognize his own tics and emotions, or the most
imaginative places such as an enchanted garden and a seabed
inhabited by curious creatures, which bring out suggestions
that touch the strings of the human soul.

1:00 h
Between laughter and sighs,the spectator is accompanied on a
journey between comedy and drama,between poetry and social
satire. Sometimes you find yourself ina 3D movie, other times in
an old black and white film, where the precision of movements
and mimicry make situations that come to life on stage.You will
find yourself in the midst of a cheerful circus ,involved in the
dynamic competition of Olympic athletes, you will follow the
lovestory of two living statues. All this through short silent
scenes.

https://vimeo.com/451112772
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vkeRhMa_MrQ

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

Sunday

10/04/2022

hour

pitch

outdoor

rain program

performance / show

duration

14:45

1/1 Light Souls (short version)

00:30 h

17:15

1/1 Light Souls (short version)

00:30 h

14:45

1/1 Light Souls (short version)

00:30 h

17:15

1/1 Light Souls (short version)

00:30 h

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

16:15

5/2 Light Souls (short version)

00:30 h

17:45

5/2 Light Souls (short version)

00:30 h

16:15

5/2 Light Souls (short version)

00:30 h

17:45

5/2 Light Souls (short version)

00:30 h

Directie & Co
Nederland

www.directieeenco.nl
number of persons on tour

5

ARTISTS: Yvonne van den Akker (Nederland); Kathrin Gramelsberger (Duitsland);
Rozemarijn de Neve (Duitsland); Kim Loing (Nederland); Andrea Beugger
(Zwitserland);

current residence
Amsterdam (Nederland);

Life is short. Buy that dress.

Multiples

0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Five women occupy the space. Clothes fly all over the place.
They create assembly lines of women handling excessive
amounts of clothes... A drama about women. How they can
have a full closet of clothes and still have nothing to wear. How
they are never satisfied with the way they look. How they
always compare themselves to other women. How the world
ends up drowning in clothes that have been disposed of by
those same women. The same clothes that other women on the
other side of the world produced.

0:45 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Multiples is a visual street theater performance. A group of
identical office men make their way through the city on their
(lunch) break. Multiples zooms in at the absurdities of their
existence. But the spectator is the only one laughing. For the
men there’s nothing to laugh about. They are lost, fragile and
lonely. Multiples gives a voice to this little man. She adds a
critical note to everyday mediocrity. A form of street-art that
speaks to our imagination and is subject of conversation.

https://vimeo.com/345871584
https://vimeo.com/369424582

normal program
hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor

day

date

performance / show

duration

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

15:30
17:00

15/3 Multiples
15/3 Multiples

00:45 h
00:45 h

15:30
17:00

15/2 Multiples
15/2 Multiples

00:45 h
00:45 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

15:30
17:00

15/3 Multiples
15/3 Multiples

00:45 h
00:45 h

15:30
17:00

15/2 Multiples
15/2 Multiples

00:45 h
00:45 h

Double Take - Cinematic Circus
België

https://www.doubletakecinematiccircus.
com/jumpcut
number of persons on tour

4

ARTISTS: Raphael Herault (France); Summer Hubbard (USA);
TECHNICIANS: Carolina Terrones (België);
OTHER PERSONS: Robert Sterzik (Germany);

current residence
Brussels (België); Leuven (België); Leichlingen (Germany);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Jump Cut
0:50 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
A show blending innovative scenography with acrobatics and
cinematography. A true story told with a sofa trampoline, an
acrobatic train and a smoke breathing dragon. Jump Cut is a
circus show that mixes American fantasy with French
surrealism in an intriguing, comical and evocative mashup.
Summer and Raphael seem to be living their daily lives just like
any other couple. They listen to music, drink coffee, get drunk,
jump on the couch, hang from the lamp, watch TV…
Until one day they receive a phone call that changes their lives

forever. A show that delivers a poetic perspective on how one
couple deals with grief and depression and how they fight to
reclaim hope.
Jump Cut is a show built with 4 scenes. Each of them is
characterized by a particular emotion, a physical research, a
music color and a costume design. Combining sofa acrobatics,
trampoline, chinese pole, aerial hoop, hand-to-hand, and
acrobatics on an electric train, the duo were able to create an
acrobatic language of their own.

https://vimeo.com/633365785

https://vimeo.com/454348006
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RHvnJJAxBNI

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

Sunday

10/04/2022

hour

16:30

16:30

pitch

performance / show

12/2 Jump Cut

12/2 Jump Cut

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

00:50 h
17:00

14/1 Jump Cut

00:50 h

17:00

14/1 Jump Cut

00:50 h

00:50 h

Dwaallicht vzw
België

www.toverspel.be
number of persons on tour

5

ARTISTS: TBC (België); TBC (België); TBC (België); TBC (België); TBC (België);

current residence
Mechelen (België);

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

Sfeerschepping
4:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
At a location with beautifully shaped trees, Dwaallicht vzw will
present all their options of lanterns. There will be one bamboo
construction in the form of a tent. Here they make and sell
pancakes. Under the trees is a primitive terrace... a very cozy
place.

normal program
hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor

day

date

performance / show

duration

Friday

08/04/2022

21:00

9/1 Sfeerschepping

04:00 h

21:00

9/2 Sfeerschepping

04:00 h

Saturday

09/04/2022

21:00

9/1 Sfeerschepping

04:00 h

21:00

9/2 Sfeerschepping

04:00 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

Eccentrici Dadarò
Italy

www.glieccentricidadaro.com
number of persons on tour

4

ARTISTS: Davide Visconti (Italy); Andrea Ruberti (Italy); Umbertu Banti (Italy);
OTHER PERSONS: Sara Zandarin (Italy);

current residence
Caronno Pertusella (VA) (Italy);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Incomica (normal version)

Incomica (short version)

0:55 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Two men and a woman, friends-rivals-lovers running towards a
common goal: Happiness!
Being happy is a moment, an ephemeral duration, but despite
everything the desire to reach it is never allayed.
Among hilarious gags and surprising tricks the three characters
will accompany the audience on the journey of Life, made of
falls and failures, successes and triumphs but always together,
sometimes friends, other rivals, in an unstable balance to reach
the aimed goal.

0:35 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
The actor transformism and fast changes of custumes, used as
a "time machine" across the ages of life, will make them wander
between past and future making us love their adventures, as
only Clowns can do.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AwnIGHySnN2EZVUTzrsKlyTjBUmeMKRx/view?usp=sharing

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

Sunday

10/04/2022

hour

pitch

outdoor

rain program

performance / show

duration

16:30

1/1 Incomica (short version)

00:35 h

19:00

1/1 Incomica (short version)

00:35 h

16:30

1/1 Incomica (short version)

00:35 h

19:00

1/1 Incomica (short version)

00:35 h

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

17:15
19:00

1/2 Incomica (short version)
1/2 Incomica (short version)

00:35 h
00:35 h

17:15
19:00

1/2 Incomica (short version)
1/2 Incomica (short version)

00:35 h
00:35 h

Exoot
Nederland

www.exoot.info
number of persons on tour

2

ARTISTS: Tristan Kruithof (Nederland); Tom van Wijngaarden (Nederland);

current residence
Utrecht (Nederland);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Animaltroniek: Air

Veloman

3:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
AIR is an installation of three floating objects in a steel
construction, radio-controlled, in which robotics, mechanics
and electronics are fused in a transparent way and a 'cuddly'
creature with its own personality comes into being.
The installation interacts with the public.
The objects move up and down, follow the spectator and
interact. This is coloured with an audio layer from a selfdeveloped musical instrument.

The four screens will show members of the audience rising to
the challenge of achieving the highest score of the day.
The much-coveted VELO ELECTRO-medal will be presented to
the winner at the end of the day. The players see a beautiful 3D
environment through a diorama box. It can be watched at day
and at night, by children and by adults.

https://vimeo.com/489748489
https://vimeo.com/489748489?embedded=true&source=vimeo_logo&owner=6075117

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

20:30

8/1 Animaltroniek: Air

03:00 h

20:30

8/1 Animaltroniek: Air

03:00 h

Saturday

09/04/2022

15:15
20:30

8/1 Animaltroniek: Air
8/1 Animaltroniek: Air

03:00 h
03:00 h

15:15
20:30

8/1 Animaltroniek: Air
8/1 Animaltroniek: Air

03:00 h
03:00 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

15:15

8/1 Animaltroniek: Air

03:00 h

15:15

8/1 Animaltroniek: Air

03:00 h

Fabrizio Rosselli
France

www.fabriziorosselli.com
number of persons on tour

3

ARTISTS: Fabrizio Rosselli (Italy);
TECHNICIANS: Guillaume Souque (France);
OTHER PERSONS: Claire Thevenet (France);

current residence
Toulouse (France);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Bakéké
0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
His black coat and straw hat leads us to a country atmosphere.
The artist takes us to the great adventure of the daily life with
this wordless performance. With great skill, composure and
cunning he manages to dodge the obstacles. Will our hero
succeed in overcoming the frequent complications thanks to
his persistence and resourcefulness? Bakéké means “bucket”
in the Hawaiian language. That’s why the scene will be full of
many green buckets.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3FJMv_vWszY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kkr4B9yO6Bk&feature=emb_logo

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

hour

20:00
Saturday

Sunday

pitch

performance / show

10/2 Bakéké

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

00:30 h
20:30

9/1 Bakéké

00:30 h

17:45

9/1 Bakéké

00:30 h

20:30

9/1 Bakéké

00:30 h

17:45

9/1 Bakéké

00:30 h

09/04/2022

10/04/2022

18:15

10/2 Bakéké

00:30 h

20:00

10/2 Bakéké

00:30 h

15:15

10/2 Bakéké

00:30 h

18:15

10/2 Bakéké

00:30 h

Glazendraaier - Rogier Kappers
Nederland

glazendraaier.nl

entract.nl/companies/de-glazendraaier/
number of persons on tour

3

ARTISTS: Rogier Kappers (Nederland);
OTHER PERSONS: Claudia Geubel (Nederland); Casper de Vries

current residence

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Glazendraaier
0:30 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Why is the glass organ, an instrument that was very popular in
the 18th and 19th centrury, almost dissapeared from the buttom
of the earth?
It is a story about the hypnotic sound of the singing glass that
can hypnotise you. Some people would even become mad.
Rogier Kappers built his own glass organ in a cargo bike
because glass organs aren’t for sale. With his cargo bike he
roams trough cities and countries.

He shows up at street corners, festivals, village squares and
enchants his public with old and new songs on the glass organ.
The songs genre variets from Bach till Brel.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EKAR0jQOmoE

normal program
hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor

day

date

performance / show

duration

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

15:45
19:00

7/1 Glazendraaier
7/1 Glazendraaier

00:30 h
00:30 h

15:45
19:00

7/1 Glazendraaier
7/1 Glazendraaier

00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

15:45
19:00

7/1 Glazendraaier
7/1 Glazendraaier

00:30 h
00:30 h

15:45
19:00

7/1 Glazendraaier
7/1 Glazendraaier

00:30 h
00:30 h

Grant Goldie
Northern Ireland

www.grantgoldie.com
number of persons on tour

1

ARTISTS: Grant Goldie (UK);

current residence
Belfast (Northern Ireland);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Quality Seconds
0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Quality Seconds - the time for inspiration to create a new path
of understanding.
Quality Seconds - the usefulness of old things or past ideas
with present foresight.
Quality Seconds - the moment of wonder when the trick or
sequence, joke or idea is realised.
Quality Seconds - a collection of quirky and technical object
manipulation, juggling, and late night thoughts.
These are my - Quality Seconds !

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

Sunday

10/04/2022

hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

14:15
17:00

6/1 Quality Seconds
6/1 Quality Seconds

00:30 h
00:30 h

17:00

4/1 Quality Seconds

00:30 h

14:15
17:00

6/1 Quality Seconds
6/1 Quality Seconds

00:30 h
00:30 h

17:00

4/1 Quality Seconds

00:30 h

Guapa!
België

www.guapacreations.com
number of persons on tour

3

ARTISTS: Griet Cardoen (België); Patrick Gerrits (België); Sofie Van Herck
(België);

current residence
Gentbrugge (België);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

GuapaWonderland
2:00 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
15 umbrellas with different stories for various ages, registrated
by professionals storytellers, the girl next door, friends… The
stories come to life with sounds and music.
GuapaWonderland creates a moment of rest, a little bit of metime and qualitytime with each other.
Sit down on pile up some pillows or sheepskins and get carried
away by the fairytale, story or anecdote.
Or search for fairytale characters, the family mouse, de magic
mirror…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lzo6O3KRE60&t=1s

normal program
hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor

day

date

performance / show

duration

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

14:30
17:15

7/4 GuapaWonderland
7/4 GuapaWonderland

02:00 h
02:00 h

14:30
17:15

7/3 GuapaWonderland
7/3 GuapaWonderland

02:00 h
02:00 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

14:30
17:15

7/4 GuapaWonderland
7/4 GuapaWonderland

02:00 h
02:00 h

14:30
17:15

7/3 GuapaWonderland
7/3 GuapaWonderland

02:00 h
02:00 h

INO Kollektiv
France

https://inokollektiv.wixsite.com/inok
number of persons on tour

9

ARTISTS: Rebecca Vereijken (Germany); Eva Luna Frattini (Italy); Alba Ramió i
Güell (Spain); Noémie Olphand (France); Lavinia Gilardoni (Italy); Chloé Lacire
(France); Raphaëlle Rancher (France);
TECHNICIANS: Laurine Chalon (France);
OTHER PERSONS: Fabienne Meurice (France);

current residence
Paris, Chambery, Toulouse, Marseille (France); Barcelona (Spain); Turin (Italy);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

INO
0:55 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
A collective of only women, with all different nationalities and
languages. The union of these differences creates a world view
with a beautiful complexity. Theye chose to interpret known
circus technics of hand to hand in a new way. Using the
collective force to realize the idea of changing roles! Flyers who
base and bases who fly, knowing that we can always rely on the
strength of the group.
Theye decided to make their difficulties to become their
strength and to live a statement to celebrate the effort of

encounter that leads to the beauty of empathy! They don't
speak the same language and don't come from the same
countries but the language they talk together and with the
audience is the body language. A language understandable
anywhere from anyone.
They also choose to work on another image of women and
feminity than the one that was created so far by society.
Their show is as visual as it is emotional and they keep a strong
connection to the audience all through out the show.

https://vimeo.com/645962078

https://vimeo.com/329405672

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

Sunday

hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

19:30

9/2 INO

00:55 h

19:30

9/1 INO

00:55 h

19:30

9/2 INO

00:55 h

19:30

9/1 INO

00:55 h

18:45

9/2 INO

00:55 h

18:45

9/1 INO

00:55 h

09/04/2022

10/04/2022

Itinerània
Spain

www.itinerania.com
number of persons on tour

3

ARTISTS: Francisco Hernández (Spain); Koldo Peñas (Spain);
OTHER PERSONS: Sandra Alfaro

current residence
Sant Miquel de Balenyà (Spain);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

El laberinto del cuco
2:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Itinerània and the comic book artist Max have created a largeformat comic, drawn onto the walls of a labyrinth, that players
get to read as they get lost in the maze. Much like a bifurcated
story book this story changes according to player’s decisions,
made at each one of the labyrinth’s crossroads.
The Cuckcoo’s Labyrinth invites the shared reading and the
exchange of the variants of the plot read by each one. The work
of art comes alive thanks to the public’s interaction with it.

“The Cuckoo’s Labyrinth” is a hybrid of two artistic disciplines:
interactive installation art and comic-book illustration.
It’s an experiential, fresh and engaging way to address the
relentless, yet unpredictable passage of time. The objective is
to find the missing cuckoo whose song marks each passing
hour and without whom, time is temporarily rendered out of
order.

https://youtu.be/Ge8vpf5shLA
https://youtu.be/4E5UGPzBJr4

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

Sunday

10/04/2022

hour

pitch

outdoor

rain program
hour

pitch

indoor

performance / show

duration

performance / show

duration

14:00
16:30

1/1 El laberinto del cuco
1/1 El laberinto del cuco

02:00 h
02:00 h

14:00
16:30

1/3 El laberinto del cuco
1/3 El laberinto del cuco

02:00 h
02:00 h

14:00
16:30

1/1 El laberinto del cuco
1/1 El laberinto del cuco

02:00 h
02:00 h

14:00
16:30

1/3 El laberinto del cuco
1/3 El laberinto del cuco

02:00 h
02:00 h

Juggling Tango
Nederland

www.jugglingtango.com
number of persons on tour

3

ARTISTS: Evert Menno van Dijken (Nederland); Emilie Weisse (France);
OTHER PERSONS: Jules Menno van Dijken (son, 8 years old) (Nederland);

current residence

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Juggling Tango
0:20 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
The show Juggling Tango combines juggling and tango in
every way you can imagine, ..or probably can’t imagine, until
you’ve seen it. Juggling Tango captures the spirit, the music
and dance of the Argentinian Tango and combines them with
extraordinary juggling skills in an unparalleled choreographic
display. Juggling Tango is also a metaphor for the multiple
aspects of a relationship between two people. A performance
that is both spectacular and romantic, high on emotions and
sure to touch an audience of all ages.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fi_WPe59cVQ

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

Sunday

09/04/2022

10/04/2022

hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

20:30

14/1 Juggling Tango

00:20 h

15:30

14/1 Juggling Tango

00:20 h

18:30

14/1 Juggling Tango

00:20 h

20:30

14/1 Juggling Tango

00:20 h

15:30

14/1 Juggling Tango

00:20 h

18:30

14/1 Juggling Tango

00:20 h

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

20:15

14/1 Juggling Tango

00:20 h

18:00

14/1 Juggling Tango

00:20 h

20:15

14/1 Juggling Tango

00:20 h

18:00

14/1 Juggling Tango

00:20 h

Julot Cousins - Cie Fait Beau La Haut ?
France

www.julot-hulahoopla.org
number of persons on tour

3

ARTISTS: Julot Cousins (France);
TECHNICIANS: Didier Maugain (France);
OTHER PERSONS: Laurence Schapman (France);

current residence
Les Lilas 93260 (France);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Hula Hoopla !!!
0:20 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
A wabling pole set up on some colorful squares, hula hoops
suspending on shrouds...

In the tradition of circus feats, between heaven and earth, Julot
scares us and makes us laugh!
He brightens us up to rediscover the delicious taste of vertigo...
"Look up, between the buildings, above the trees... Hula hoopla
is a small form that constantly renews the environment that
serves as background."

Here is our man, in a floppy and elastic walk, raving around a
pole, animating the hoops to the rhythms of his body, playing
cheerfully with colors and music... and from dizzy spells to
waves finally overhanging up to 9 meter high!!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-fmkKB4Sy_w&feature=emb_logo

normal program
hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor

day

date

performance / show

duration

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

14:45
17:15

18/2 Hula Hoopla !!!
18/2 Hula Hoopla !!!

00:20 h
00:20 h

14:45
17:15

18/4 Hula Hoopla !!!
18/4 Hula Hoopla !!!

00:20 h
00:20 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

14:45
17:15

18/2 Hula Hoopla !!!
18/2 Hula Hoopla !!!

00:20 h
00:20 h

14:45
17:15

18/4 Hula Hoopla !!!
18/4 Hula Hoopla !!!

00:20 h
00:20 h

Kartje Kilo
België

www.Kartjekilo.be
number of persons on tour

2

ARTISTS: Johan Feys (België); Wouter Sinaeve (België);

current residence
Ieper (België);

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

Vruchten der aarde
2:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
I still remember Tim
How they told me
About the hard outdoors
The farmers on their fields
Bringing in the harvest
The weather was dry and hot
The bodies folded to the pitchfork
And stank of sweat
The meadow full of hay
The hay for the young calf
And who doesn't like the freshly roasted calf
Such a man who is only half

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

Sunday

10/04/2022

hour

pitch

Eddy and Remy are the personification of what Wim Decraene
once sang about...
Because humanity has lost touch with rural life, both brothers
travel the country with an exhibition.
They proudly present their 'fruits of the earth', an 18+ expo.
<18 can keep themselves busy in the compost bin while waiting
for their parents.

outdoor

rain program
hour

pitch

indoor

performance / show

duration

performance / show

duration

14:30
17:30

17/1 Vruchten der aarde
17/1 Vruchten der aarde

02:00 h
02:00 h

14:30
17:30

17/2 Vruchten der aarde
17/2 Vruchten der aarde

02:00 h
02:00 h

14:30
17:30

17/1 Vruchten der aarde
17/1 Vruchten der aarde

02:00 h
02:00 h

14:30
17:30

17/2 Vruchten der aarde
17/2 Vruchten der aarde

02:00 h
02:00 h

Knot on Hands
Nederland

https://www.hhproducties.nl

https://www.knotonhands.com/
number of persons on tour

5

ARTISTS: Britt Timmermans (Nederland); Mario Kunzi (Germany); Tijs Bastiaens
(België);
OTHER PERSONS: Tanja Ruiter (Nederland); Huub Heye (Nederland);

current residence
Rotterdam (Nederland); Stuttgart (Germany); Leuven (België);

nieuw talent / new
talent / talent
nouveau

Brace for Impact
0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
In Brace for Impact three acrobats search for the limits of
balance. In their quest of an equilibrium they find new ways of
moving forward and travelling through space. O’spossibilities
and find out what it means to put all their weight in s’s
Knot on Hands shows an innovative and more organic form of
partner acrobatics, while emphasizing the pureness of the
movement, and distinguishes itself using a unique physical
language.

Brace for Impact presents you a physical conversation between
three people who keep on moving. Throughout the
performance, the wordless conversation progresses, and
slowly, a pathway is created across the stage.
The balance between the three circus artists is constantly being
challenged and restored, creating tension and constriction
within their communication.

https://vimeo.com/387139964?embedded=true&source=vimeo_logo&owner=107869044

https://vimeo.com/375691437/0e08ca0de1

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

Sunday

10/04/2022

hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

18:45

10/2 Brace for Impact

00:30 h

17:15

10/2 Brace for Impact

00:30 h

18:45

10/2 Brace for Impact

00:30 h

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

18:15

9/1 Brace for Impact

00:30 h

18:15

9/1 Brace for Impact

00:30 h

La gata Japonesa
Spain

www.lagatajaponesa.com

www.producirk.com
number of persons on tour

3

ARTISTS: Elena Vives Espejo-Saavedra (Spain);
TECHNICIANS: Diego Molina (Spain);
OTHER PERSONS: Andrea Pérez Bejarano (Spain);

current residence
Madrid (Spain);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Bowa's trips
0:47 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Bowa, nomad, orphan of roots and dreams, one day found a
bottle by the sea. Inside it she found a message and she
decided to take it to its destination. The road was so rich
that it became almost an obsession.
Hours of waiting and kilometers of searching to get to their
destination hundreds of messages that were locked in the shiny
glass of a bottle. A message has brought her right to this place,
where he hopes to meet someone who sent a message to the
sea hoping that it would come back...

The show goes through different emotional states of the
character, which are supported by a multidisciplinary circus
language: Magic effects, which arise accidentally, reinforcing
the peculiarity of that space. Development of an investigation
around the bottles: manipulation, balances, and demystification
of the object, making it a character, scenery, or mere support
element. Aerial acrobatics, with technique, but developed in an
organic and coherent way and, of course, humor and poetry as
transversal elements.

https://youtu.be/HhYLWqr-PkQ
https://youtu.be/I5WTsvS3am8

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

Sunday

10/04/2022

hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

15:15
18:00

11/1 Bowa's trips
11/1 Bowa's trips

00:47 h
00:47 h

18:00

11/1 Bowa's trips

00:47 h

15:15
18:00

11/1 Bowa's trips
11/1 Bowa's trips

00:47 h
00:47 h

18:00

11/1 Bowa's trips

00:47 h

LaBú Theatre
Spain

www.labuteatre.com
number of persons on tour

4

ARTISTS: Anna Ros (Spain); Andreu Sans (Spain);
TECHNICIANS: Sergi Illa (Spain);
OTHER PERSONS: Mariona Castells (Spain);

current residence
Barcelona (Spain);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Bianco

Alma

0:50 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Bianco tells the story of a girl working in an old guesthouse that
one day receives a charming traveller who invites her to open
the doors and windows of her heart. A special encounter that
will lead our main character to a new way of understanding life.
Accepting the changes in our lives, how these changes shape
us, how we deal with them and approach them in the most
appropriate manner, ...From LaBú Theatre, we seek to express
them from a visual, comical and poetic scenic language. (For
kids from 6 years old)

0:40 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
A visual theatre show for early childhood.
Spring, summer, autumn and winter. Alma is a poetic and
sensory journey through the four seasons, each with a distinct
soul that will take shape in the objects and materials
encountered by the protagonist. Alma is a small-format, early
childhood show based on object theater and movement. The
little ones will enjoy a production that features natural materials
and speaks about the passage of time, both in an amusing and
poetic way. (For kids from 2 years old)

http://labuteatre.com/bianco/?lang=en
http://labuteatre.com/alma/?lang=en

https://vimeo.com/388324685

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

19:45

5/1 Bianco

00:50 h

19:45

5/2 Bianco

00:50 h

Saturday

09/04/2022

14:30
16:45

5/1 Bianco
5/1 Bianco

00:50 h
00:50 h

14:30

5/2 Bianco

00:50 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

14:30
16:45

5/1 Alma
5/1 Alma

00:40 h
00:40 h

14:30

5/2 Alma

00:40 h

Lyapunov
België

https://www.lyapunov.be
number of persons on tour

8

ARTISTS: Johan Wuyts (België); Jef Cox (België); Tom Boegier (France); Marie
Scheers (België); Ana Lekse (Slovenië); David Roussel (België);
TECHNICIANS: Bart Minnebo (België);
OTHER PERSONS: Alessia Gasparini (Italy);

current residence
Muizen (België); Leuven (België); Brussel (België);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

String Theory

Space Time

0:40 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau

6:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau

"Within String Theory the story is told about how different
strings (lines, ropes, vocal cords and instrument strings)
interact with each other within the space they are temporally
put together. Within this space their different tensions create
wavelengths that propagate, connect and collide with one
another each time forming a new unique composition
interacting with the audience."

"With Spacetime we materialise the concept of 'socialising':
meeting friends in a certain 3D-space at a certain time. The
exclusive net takes you on a floating journey together warping
time into infinity creating unique experiences, memories and
moments.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9elG5STI8y4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=smp1tpPWZ-A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fMFb0xgSY2Q

normal program
hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor

day

date

performance / show

duration

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

14:00
14:45
16:30
17:00

13/2
13/2
13/2
13/2

Space Time
String Theory
Space Time
String Theory

06:00 h
00:40 h
06:00 h
00:40 h

14:00
14:45
16:30
17:00

13/1
13/1
13/1
13/1

Space Time
String Theory
Space Time
String Theory

06:00 h
00:40 h
06:00 h
00:40 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

14:00
14:45
16:30
17:00

13/2
13/2
13/2
13/2

Space Time
String Theory
Space Time
String Theory

06:00 h
00:40 h
06:00 h
00:40 h

14:00
14:45
16:30
17:00

13/1
13/1
13/1
13/1

Space Time
String Theory
Space Time
String Theory

06:00 h
00:40 h
06:00 h
00:40 h

Mami Kitagawa (L'Arboréographie)
België

https://larboreographie.com/brancheartistique/
number of persons on tour

1

ARTISTS: Mami Kitagawa (Japan);

current residence
Brussel (België);

nieuw talent / new
talent / talent
nouveau

Danse Arbres
0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Dance in a partnership of a person and a tree. Gently, in
harmony with nature, simplicity. The public travels in their
feelings, emotion, and perhaps in their childhood memory. An
artistic performance, in-situ creation, aerial dance

https://youtu.be/1HL36gLl5mc
https://vimeo.com/436761632
https://youtu.be/Ud3v4OE7oaw

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

20:00

15/1 Danse Arbres

00:30 h

20:00

15/1 Danse Arbres

00:30 h

Saturday

09/04/2022

15:45
18:15

15/1 Danse Arbres
15/1 Danse Arbres

00:30 h
00:30 h

15:45
18:15

15/1 Danse Arbres
15/1 Danse Arbres

00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

15:45
18:15

15/1 Danse Arbres
15/1 Danse Arbres

00:30 h
00:30 h

15:45
18:15

15/1 Danse Arbres
15/1 Danse Arbres

00:30 h
00:30 h

Mimbre
UK

www.mimbre.co.uk
number of persons on tour

5

ARTISTS: Silvia Fratelli (Italy); Freya Stokka (Norway); Jaide Brewer (UK);
OTHER PERSONS: Lina Johansson (Sweden); Zsofi Zsendrei (Hungary);

current residence
London (UK);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Lifted
0:35 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Lifted is a collection of funny, poetic and surprising moments,
which explore in different ways what it means when one body is
carried by another. Or when one person carries two people. Or
when a person doesn't want to be carried. Or when three people
find the perfect balance.
Lifted is supported by Without Walls and Arts Council England,
and commissioned by Stockton International Riverside Festival.

https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/352025752

normal program
hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor

day

date

performance / show

duration

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

14:45
17:30

17/2 Lifted
17/2 Lifted

00:35 h
00:35 h

14:45

17/1 Lifted
Lifted

00:35 h
00:35 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

14:45
17:30

17/2 Lifted
17/2 Lifted

00:35 h
00:35 h

14:45

17/1 Lifted

00:35 h

Mireia Miracle
Spain

https://mireiamiraclecompany.com
number of persons on tour

3

ARTISTS: Mireia Miracle (Spain);
TECHNICIANS: tbc (Spain); Minervino Montell (Spain);
OTHER PERSONS: Daphné Malherbe (France);

current residence
Madrid (Spain);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Rojo
0:50 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
ROJO is a clownshow, interaction with the public, dance
and humor, created, directed and performed by the clown
Mireia Miracle. In addition to being a show for all audiences, it is
committed to a universal language without words, since ROJO
wants to reach all types of audiences regardless of their
nationality, culture, age, gender or social situation. That is why
ROJO moves through such diverse circuits:from theater, dance,
circus and urban intervention festivals to associations, schools,
institutesand any type of institution or act that

addresses the current theme of the exodus.
RED is undoubtedly a tribute to the contemporary clown ,
reminiscent of silent films and the theme and manner of Charles
Chaplin, who was and is a mixture of comedy and humanity and
that the public, conscious or not, remembers and enjoys.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g4n-H58Vdbk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Aanszaxrdk&t=189s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3B4Y0TkO0eA

normal program
hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor

day

date

performance / show

duration

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

14:45
18:30

2/1 Rojo
2/1 Rojo

00:50 h
00:50 h

14:45

4/1 Rojo

00:50 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

14:45
18:30

2/1 Rojo
2/1 Rojo

00:50 h
00:50 h

14:45

4/1 Rojo

00:50 h

Mumusic circus
Spain

https://www.mumusiccircus.net/
number of persons on tour

2

ARTISTS: Marçal Calvet (Spain); Candi Coll (Spain);

current residence
Sant Celoni (Spain);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

El Minigolf
1:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
What? The original and artisanal “MimuGolf” mini golf course is
unique in the world for its uniqueness and ingenuity. Made
entirely of wood, it offers a multitude of possibilities which
gives it all its originality.
Young and old will be able to perfect their dexterity.

How? 'Or' What? With a golf club, ball, and popcorn for the
break.
Made with the hands, the heart and the head too...
Welcome to Minigolf
A surprising and playful installation for a fun and friendly
family moment. (Journal Vallès Oriental)
An atypical artisanal attraction in a warm musical atmosphere.
(Weekly Sant Hilari)

Why? To spend a pleasant time out of time and have fun with
the family. In a musical and fairground atmosphere, you can
also enjoy popcorn and refresh yourself with cold drinks.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1m7zuC9yXGk

normal program
hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor

day

date

performance / show

duration

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

14:00
17:00

1/1 El Minigolf
1/1 El Minigolf

01:30 h
01:30 h

14:00
17:00

1/5 El Minigolf
1/5 El Minigolf

01:30 h
01:30 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

14:00
17:00

1/1 El Minigolf
1/1 El Minigolf

01:30 h
01:30 h

14:00
17:00

1/5 El Minigolf
1/5 El Minigolf

01:30 h
01:30 h

Natural Living
België

www.naturalliving.be
number of persons on tour

1

ARTISTS: Jean-Louis Muller

current residence
Wenduine (België);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Lichtinstallatie
4:00 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Light installation made of steel and willow branches. The
candles that are combined with the different structures create a
very magical atmosphere.

normal program
hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor

day

date

performance / show

duration

Friday

08/04/2022

21:00

10/2 Lichtinstallatie

04:00 h

21:00

10/1 Lichtinstallatie

04:00 h

Saturday

09/04/2022

21:00

10/2 Lichtinstallatie

04:00 h

21:00

10/1 Lichtinstallatie

04:00 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

Nueveuno
Spain

www.nueveunocirco.com

www.producirk.com
number of persons on tour

6

ARTISTS: Jorge Silvestre Granda (Spain); Miguel Frutos Novillo (Spain); Josu
Montón Vallejo (Spain); Isaac Posac Hernández (Spain);
TECHNICIANS: Carlos Marcos Molins (Spain);
OTHER PERSONS: Andrea Pérez (Spain);

current residence
Madrid (Spain);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Sinergy 3.0
1:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
A contemporary circus show that combines juggling, dance,
manipulation of objects and handstands, choreographed with
great geometric plasticity and harmonic sensitivity throughout
the show. Music, scenery, lighting, emotions, evolve together
during the show. From wood to metal, from acoustic to
electronic, from simplicity to complexity, from individuality to
cohesion ... to find synergy. From a conceptual point of view, it
manages everyday issues such as adaptation and the personal
conflicts of a society, in general, individualistic.

Based on a reinterpretation of Leonardo Da Vinci, Synergy 3.0
is a show proposed to generate free interpretation and
reflection of the public. The dramaturgy is built on two axes:
One visual and one emotional, in which the characters evolve in
the process of integration and interaction with the group.
The scenography is manipulated creating different structures
with precise moving choreographies. All this on a soundtrack
composed expressly for the show in tune with the
transformation of objects, characters, situations and states.

https://vimeo.com/417638499
https://vimeo.com/637439962/cbac48fa99

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

Sunday

hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

19:30

11/1 Sinergy 3.0

01:00 h

19:30

11/1 Sinergy 3.0

01:00 h

16:45
19:30

11/1 Sinergy 3.0
11/1 Sinergy 3.0

01:00 h
01:00 h

16:45
19:30

11/1 Sinergy 3.0
11/1 Sinergy 3.0

01:00 h
01:00 h

14:00
16:45

11/1 Sinergy 3.0
11/1 Sinergy 3.0

01:00 h
01:00 h

16:45

11/1 Sinergy 3.0

01:00 h

09/04/2022

10/04/2022

One Dance Project - in-SENSO
France

www.in-senso.net

https://www.instagram.
com/one_dance_project/
number of persons
on tour

17

ARTISTS: Odile Gheysens (France); Dimitrios Bilkas (Greece);
TECHNICIANS: Jean-Yves Boulard (France);
OTHER PERSONS: Emilie Chaboud (France);

current residence
Paris (France);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Tangoperf
0:20 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
The TangoPerf duo is a performance that plays with the classic
modes of Argentine tango. Whether danced in heels or
sneakers, a particular sensuality emerges from this tango
contemporary. The music varies between Bach, Piazzolla or
electro tango.
The feeling of flight in these 2 hearts which float in harmony,
can echo the feeling of crossing a line
of arrival.
duo-dance

http://www.in-senso.net/spip.php?page=videos&lang=fr

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

hour

21:00

Saturday

Sunday

09/04/2022

10/04/2022

pitch

performance / show

10/2 Tangoperf

outdoor

rain program
duration

10/2 Tangoperf

00:20 h

21:00

10/2 Tangoperf

00:20 h

10/2 Tangoperf

pitch

performance / show

duration

00:20 h

14:30

14:30

hour

indoor

22:00

9/1 Tangoperf

00:20 h

15:00

9/1 Tangoperf

00:20 h

22:00

9/1 Tangoperf

00:20 h

15:00

9/1 Tangoperf

00:20 h

00:20 h

One Dance Project - Ma petite Compagnie
France

https://fannycoulm.com

https://www.instagram.
com/one_dance_project/
number of persons
on tour
1

ARTISTS: Fanny Coulm (France);

current residence
Paris (France);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Rose (jour)

Rose (nuit)

0:10 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
The present time: Being of sensations, in her amniotic world,
she bathes in the present. "
I like to press my hand on the trunk of a tree in front of which I
pass, not to make sure of the existence of the tree - which I do
not doubt - but of mine". Christian Bobin
Solo-dance

0:10 h
The evening performance with projection.

https://fannycoulm.com/danseuse/
https://fannycoulm.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WUm9EMGotbw

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

hour

21:45

Saturday

Sunday

09/04/2022

10/04/2022

pitch

performance / show

10/2 Rose (nuit)

outdoor

rain program
duration

10/2 Rose (jour)

00:10 h

21:45

10/2 Rose (nuit)

00:10 h

10/2 Rose (jour)

pitch

performance / show

duration

00:10 h

15:00

15:00

hour

indoor

22:30

9/1 Rose (nuit)

00:10 h

15:30

9/1 Rose (jour)

00:10 h

22:30

9/1 Rose (nuit)

00:10 h

15:30

9/1 Rose (jour)

00:10 h

00:10 h

One Dance Project - Page 55
France

https://page55.eu

https://www.instagram.
com/one_dance_project/
number of persons
on tour
2

ARTISTS: Cécile Lassonde (France); Zoé Lecorgne (France);

current residence
Bruxelles (Belgium);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Inside the box

Ropes and gloves

0:25 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Combining contemporary dance, boxing, running and theatre,
Cécile creates with Zoé Lecorgne a colorful creation
between the instantaneousness of an explosive happiness and
the absolute disappointment of a defeat. "Continue, hold your
own and Resist giving up" is the leitmotif of these two
performers. They oscillate between a combative state and
letting go, they are inspired by their personal experiences
around a ring and a stadium and highlight all the emotions and
contradictory thoughts of a sporting moment. (duo-dance)

0:10 h
Between Juggling Bolas or Poi and contemporary dance, the
two artists create incessant loops with their ropes. They look
for them through their movements to define a new relationship
with the other, simply based on trust and the acceptance of a
new situation: How to find a way to get closer? To go to the
other? To embrace?
duo-dance

https://page55.eu/in-situ/

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

hour

22:15

Saturday

Sunday

09/04/2022

10/04/2022

pitch

performance / show

10/2 Inside the box

outdoor

rain program
duration

10/2 Inside the box

00:25 h

22:15

10/2 Inside the box

00:25 h

10/2 Inside the box

pitch

performance / show

duration

00:25 h

15:45

15:45

hour

indoor

23:00

9/1 Inside the box

00:25 h

16:15

9/1 Inside the box

00:25 h

23:00

9/1 Inside the box

00:25 h

16:15

9/1 Inside the box

00:25 h

00:25 h

Opinion Public Dance Company (1)
België

www.opinionpublic.be
number of persons on tour

4

ARTISTS: Sidonie Fossé (France); Victor Launay (France); Johann Clapson
(France);
TECHNICIANS: Tom Vincke (België); (or Etienne Béchard) (France);

current residence
Brussel (België);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Maniac

So'far

0:18 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
The worry of order and the meticulous management of each
deed and gesture may be virtuous, but what about the mania, if
not that it haunts each of us like an irresistible temptation. So
many gestures, so many fixed ideas that reassure and frame us,
constituting what we believe to be: multiple "I's" which create
confusion about our own identity ... An interior struggle, an
obsession with precise gestures by a deliberately neutralgender duo. Harmony, gentleness, opposition: Which facet will
have the last word?

0:22 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
A poetic piece that combines dance and theater. A sweet mix
that makes the audience travel in different universes through
humor, poetry and emotion. A man, sinking into boredom and
loneliness, lets himself go into a daydream. Confined to his
couch and watching his usual rugby match, he feels the need
for company, affection and change in his daily life. His
imagination will bring him out of his torpor and will allow him to
create a relationship with all that he cannot really live, all those
expectations, those desires...

https://vimeo.com/548569833
https://vimeo.com/548561079

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

21:15

7/1 So'far

00:22 h

21:15

7/1 So'far

00:22 h

Saturday

09/04/2022

16:15
18:30
21:15

7/1 Maniac
7/1 Maniac
7/1 So'far

00:18 h
00:18 h
00:22 h

16:15
18:30
21:15

7/1 Maniac
7/1 Maniac
7/1 So'far

00:18 h
00:18 h
00:22 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

16:15
18:30

7/1 Maniac
7/1 Maniac

00:18 h
00:18 h

16:15
18:30

7/1 Maniac
7/1 Maniac

00:18 h
00:18 h

Orto-Da
Israel

https://www.orto-da.com/en/home/
number of persons on tour

4

ARTISTS: Yinon Tzafrir (Israel); Daniel Zafrani (France);
OTHER PERSONS: Gibson Bar- El (Israel); Yifat Zandani Tzafrir (Israel);

current residence
Tel-Aviv (Israel);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Chicken soup
0:35 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Two arrogant chefs' Missie "Clode bonopart" and Missie
"Patet" lose control of "Pluke" the chicken, which was
supposed to be cooked in their soup.
For their surprise, "Pulke" refuse to be cooked in the soup,
gives them an unforgettable lesson and become the master of
chefs.

An amazing duo clown visual performance created & performed
by Daniel zafrany & Yinon tzafrir

https://vimeo.com/654935236

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

Sunday

10/04/2022

hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

14:45
17:45

1/1 Chicken soup
1/1 Chicken soup

00:35 h
00:35 h

17:45

1/1 Chicken soup

00:35 h

14:45
17:45

1/1 Chicken soup
1/1 Chicken soup

00:35 h
00:35 h

17:45

1/1 Chicken soup

00:35 h

Panorama Kino Theatre
Switzerland

www.kinopan.com
number of persons on tour

6

ARTISTS: Jessica Arpin (Switzerland); Natacha Kmarin (France); Adrien Gycax
(France); Veronica Del Veccio (Italy); Serge Ayala (France);
OTHER PERSONS: Thomas Greder (Switzerland);

current residence
Biel-Bienne (Switzerland);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Panorama Kino Theatre
1:15 h
Panorama redefines the theatrical experience as its rotating
viewing cabinet transforms reality into fantasy, provoking our
senses, challenging perceptions and re-mystifying the world we
inhabit.
As Panorama turns 360º on its own axis, reality starts to
abstract. A virtual fantasy unfolds as the public collude with the
actors and site to create and tell unique stories.

Panorama stands in the middleof a public place. Tickets are
collected and 20 people take their seats inside.
A sound track starts, the lights fade and a curtain draws slowly
open to reveal the world outside.
The cabinet starts to rotate around the scene...highlighting the
location & colour, the people and their interactions.

http://www.kinopan.com

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

Sunday

09/04/2022

10/04/2022

hour

pitch

outdoor

rain program
hour

pitch

indoor

performance / show

duration

performance / show

duration

19:30

7/3 Panorama Kino Theatre

01:15 h

19:30

7/3 Panorama Kino Theatre

01:15 h

14:00

7/3 Panorama Kino Theatre

01:15 h

14:00

7/3 Panorama Kino Theatre

01:15 h

19:30

7/3 Panorama Kino Theatre

01:15 h

19:30

7/3 Panorama Kino Theatre

01:15 h

14:00
18:15

7/3 Panorama Kino Theatre
7/3 Panorama Kino Theatre

01:15 h
01:15 h

14:00
18:15

7/3 Panorama Kino Theatre
7/3 Panorama Kino Theatre

01:15 h
01:15 h

Part A Fou&Natural Living
België

www.partafou.be
number of persons on tour

6

ARTISTS: Gerrit Foncé (België); Jahon Senca (België); Manuel Maes (België);
Vencent van Straaten (Nederland);
TECHNICIANS: Michiel Maes (België);

current residence
Ronse (België);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

The Fire Ritual
0:22 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
During the week before ‘de gevleugelde stad’, they would like to
invite everyone who wants to participate in the making of the art
work. Jean Louis of Natural Living is the leader of the project.
On Friday the spectacle would be performed without burning
down the piece of art. On saterday the art work will be burned.
You can also bring something to burn with the ar work. It can be
a sacrafice, a sketch, a prayer…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1OBJaR0uANY&feature=youtu.be
http://www.partafou.be

normal program
hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor

day

date

performance / show

duration

Friday

08/04/2022

22:00

9/2 The Fire Ritual

00:22 h

22:00

9/2 The Fire Ritual

00:22 h

Saturday

09/04/2022

22:00

9/2 The Fire Ritual

00:22 h

22:00

9/2 The Fire Ritual

00:22 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

Piero Massimo Macchini - Dolly Bomba
Italy

https://pieromassimomacchini.it/
number of persons on tour

3

ARTISTS: Piero Massimo Macchini (Italy);
TECHNICIANS: Giacomo Pompei (Italy);
OTHER PERSONS: Francesco Marilungo (Italy);

current residence
Fermo (Italy);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Fuori Porta
0:40 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
FUORI-PORTA is a show of pantomime, music, improvisation
and fantasy that will reflect on the visible and invisible doors
that we have opened and closed in our lives. A show that
cleverly combines the mimic technique with comic dramaturgy.
Both in the street theatre version and the stage show.
Pantomime is a theatrical representation abandoned for its
difficulty and bareness, where action and narrative are
entrusted to gesture, body movements, and where facial
expression is very powerful.

The body is a strong tool for communicating with the public
who is hypnotised by it, actively participating in the requests of
a white coloured clown that could not bare the weight of such
an unexpected gift all by himself. His lively eyes look for the
spectator and capture him by creating an invisible wire in
unprogrammed, absolutely improvised situations that arise
from the ever-diverse audience inputs. The finale that sees the
main actor, the festival manager and a little girl or boy from the
audience in an evocative fairy-tale atmosphere.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=7oj8mP2rWTU
www.youtube.com/watch?v=ENLQPlBQgxs

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

Sunday

10/04/2022

hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

15:45

2/1 Fuori Porta

00:40 h

17:45

2/1 Fuori Porta

00:40 h

15:45

2/1 Fuori Porta

00:40 h

17:45

2/1 Fuori Porta

00:40 h

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

16:00

4/1 Fuori Porta

00:40 h

16:00

4/1 Fuori Porta

00:40 h

Pikzpalace
België

www.pikzpalace.be
number of persons on tour

4

ARTISTS: Greet Verhoeven (België); Eric Peeters (België); Alain Rinckhout
(België); Wouter Bories (België);

current residence
Boechout (België);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Het Zwanenmeer
0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
The classic dance representation.
Exclusively on a stage of one and a half square meters
for an unlimited audience.
Believe us: a lot can happen in an open theatre.
Convince yourself and enjoy Tchaikovsky’s Swan Lake
in 30 minutes!

normal program
hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor

day

date

performance / show

duration

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

15:00
17:30
19:00

17/1 Het Zwanenmeer
17/1 Het Zwanenmeer
17/1 Het Zwanenmeer

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

15:00
17:30
19:00

17/2 Het Zwanenmeer
17/2 Het Zwanenmeer
17/2 Het Zwanenmeer

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

15:00
17:30
19:00

17/1 Het Zwanenmeer
17/1 Het Zwanenmeer
17/1 Het Zwanenmeer

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

15:00
17:30
19:00

17/2 Het Zwanenmeer
17/2 Het Zwanenmeer
17/2 Het Zwanenmeer

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

Popi
Germany

http://www.popisperatti.com
number of persons on tour

2

ARTISTS: Sofia Speratti (Argentina);
OTHER PERSONS: Marleen Rodermund (Germany);

current residence
Berlin (Germany);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Sin creacion

Handstands with balls

0:25 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
A show that, through humor and irony, develops the disciplines
of Acrobatics, contortion, hula hoop and hand balancing with
balls. Simulating a pretentious tradicional show, an invisible
curtain cuts the scene in between the scenario and back area,
opening the perspective of what is expected to be seen and
breaking the limits of the traditional stage. What happens
behind the scenes? The artist shows the skills in the frontstage and the "no skills" in the back: tiredness, insecurities,
scares, obsession and traumas.

0:07 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
The circus version of Cinderella, (with a feminist orientaion). An
eccentric woman arrived on stage, but instead of losing her
high heels, She just took them out because she's so tired of
using them. Looking for a comfortable replace for her foot she
finds balls. Popirella performs handstands, acrodance and with
a dose of comedy she´s surprised about herself and discovering how much more she is able to do when she is not following stereotypes. And at the end of the act no Prince comes
because there is no need. Popirella is the woman with balls.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-xf49z0W64I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kcKi1PvcVZs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FjPN7Qm5ZQI&t=350s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kcKi1PvcVZs

normal program
hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor

day

date

performance / show

duration

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

15:45
19:00

18/1 Sin creacion
18/1 Sin creacion

00:25 h
00:25 h

15:45
19:00

18/2 Sin creacion
18/2 Sin creacion

00:25 h
00:25 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

15:45
19:00

18/1 Sin creacion
18/1 Sin creacion

00:25 h
00:25 h

15:45
19:00

18/2 Sin creacion
18/2 Sin creacion

00:25 h
00:25 h

Pour toi, Erik
België

www.zoonliefcollectief.be
number of persons on tour

2

ARTISTS: Bert Beyens (België); Jago Moons (België);

current residence
Antwerpen (België);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Pour toi, Erik!
0:40 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
In 'Pour toi, Erik', Jago Moons and Bert Beyens bring their
worlds together on a moody, light-hearted, sometimes
somewhat absurd journey through their imagination.

Two players together on stage
make the transition
to each other's territory
A thing made of solid wood
Going all the way with nuts and beams
Bubbles, a sphere and a ball

With the support of the Flemish Government.
Thanks to CC Gravenhof, WALPURGIS, Hiberniaschool, Ell
Circo D'ell Fuego and Romy Moons.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8tUxPJQPK2I

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

Sunday

hour

14:00
16:45

pitch

performance / show

17/2 Pour toi, Erik!
17/2 Pour toi, Erik!

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

00:40 h
00:40 h
17:15

17/1 Pour toi, Erik!

00:40 h

17:15

17/1 Pour toi, Erik!

00:40 h

10/04/2022
16:45

17/2 Pour toi, Erik!

00:40 h

Riuchi
Ireland

www.riuchi.com
number of persons on tour

2

ARTISTS: Guillaume Cousson (France); Niamh Moroney (Ireland); technician
(France);

current residence
Brussels (België); Cork (Ireland);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Hikari
0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Enter the visionary realm of Riuchi. Asian tradition meets
anachronistic technologies through an inspiring journey that
redraws the classical archetypes of the Master and the Samurai.
Two scenes embodying three artistic visions about creation,
protection and destruction.
“Hikari” grew from an innovative approach to multi-layering
technologies, display of agility, magic techniques and a fleeting
crafted soundscape. Framed by a rigorous traditional Japanese
architectural setting, Riuchi’s radical approach blurs

every limits between genres through creativity and intimacy.
Riuchi crafts a visual realm that defies logic, gravity and
expectations mixing traditional and contemporary magic
techniques to produce an unexpected sense of wonder.
In his own exquisite way, Riuchi’s dreams are faster than the
eye.
Asian tradition meets anachronistic technologies through an
inspiring journey that redraw the classical archetype of the
master and the samurai.

https://vimeo.com/353206817
https://rogu.ie/hikari/

normal program
hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor

day

date

performance / show

duration

Friday

08/04/2022

21:15
22:30

14/1 Hikari
14/1 Hikari

00:30 h
00:30 h

21:15
22:30

14/2 Hikari
14/2 Hikari

00:30 h
00:30 h

Saturday

09/04/2022

21:15
22:30

14/1 Hikari
14/1 Hikari

00:30 h
00:30 h

21:15
22:30

14/2 Hikari
14/2 Hikari

00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

Ron Jaluai vzw
België

www.ronjaluai.be
number of persons on tour

8

ARTISTS: Johan Temmerman (België); John Keymeulen (België); Jo Geerts
(België); Bram Verheyen (België); Wim Colémon (België); Emmie Van de Vijver
(België); Els Paridaens (België); Nele Descheemaeker (België);

current residence
Puurs (België);

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

Fire & Flora

Bartenders d'HELLuxe
4:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau

0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
A mobile, hilarious and interactive act where the public gets a
mix of funny and misleading drinks & juces, a surprising
interaction, a catchy laugh
The show can be costemized and can be performed by daylight
or in the dark.
Pure interaction, tasted by young and old, seasoned in a
medley of know tunes. The medley is transformed into a metal
‘jacket’/vibe/atmosphere.

A psychedelic ; consciousness-expanding and astonished
vibe in wich the surroundings are transformed till a fairy
landscape of colour and stimulations.

https://www.facebook.com/ronjaluai/videos/221021742482446
https://www.facebook.com/johan.temmerman.33/videos/10158720459612958
https://www.facebook.com/ronjaluai/videos/2380355448957662/

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

hour

pitch

outdoor

performance / show

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

21:00

6/3 Fire & Flora

04:00 h

21:00

6/1 Fire & Flora

04:00 h

Saturday

09/04/2022

14:00
14:45
16:15
17:45
21:00

6/3
3/1
3/1
3/1
6/3

Fire & Flora
Bartenders d'HELLuxe
Bartenders d'HELLuxe
Bartenders d'HELLuxe
Fire & Flora

04:00 h
00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h
04:00 h

14:00
14:45
16:15
17:45
21:00

6/1
3/1
3/1
3/1
6/1

Fire & Flora
Bartenders d'HELLuxe
Bartenders d'HELLuxe
Bartenders d'HELLuxe
Fire & Flora

04:00 h
00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h
04:00 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

14:00
14:45
16:15
17:45

6/3
3/1
3/1
3/1

Fire & Flora
Bartenders d'HELLuxe
Bartenders d'HELLuxe
Bartenders d'HELLuxe

04:00 h
00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

14:00
14:45
16:15
17:45

6/1
3/1
3/1
3/1

Fire & Flora
Bartenders d'HELLuxe
Bartenders d'HELLuxe
Bartenders d'HELLuxe

04:00 h
00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

Sacred Places (1)
België

www.sacredplaces.be
number of persons on tour

current residence
Boom (België);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

the ABIDING of MOON and EARTH

de BOOM van het GROOT VERDRIET

4:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
a light- and video installation

4:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
a light installation

http://www.sacredplaces.be/installation_HYPER-SPERE.html
http://www.sacredplaces.be/ALLin_LeuvenErfgoed_2021.html
https://vimeo.com/667971699

normal program
hour

pitch

outdoor

performance / show

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor

day

date

performance / show

duration

Friday

08/04/2022

21:00
21:00

15/3 the ABIDING of MOON and EARTH
15/3 de BOOM van het GROOT
VERDRIET

04:00 h
04:00 h

21:00
21:00

15/2 the ABIDING of MOON and EARTH
15/2 de BOOM van het GROOT
VERDRIET

04:00 h
04:00 h

Saturday

09/04/2022

21:00
21:00

15/3 the ABIDING of MOON and EARTH
15/3 de BOOM van het GROOT
VERDRIET

04:00 h
04:00 h

21:00
21:00

15/2 the ABIDING of MOON and EARTH
15/2 de BOOM van het GROOT
VERDRIET

04:00 h
04:00 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

Sacred Places (2)
België

www.sacredplaces.be
number of persons on tour

0

ARTISTS: zie sacred places (1)

current residence
Boom (België);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

SHADOWDANCE

CUMULUS locorum

4:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
waterscreen projection

4:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
licht- and video installation

http://www.sacredplaces.be/installation_SHADOWDANCE.html
http://www.sacredplaces.be/installation_CUMULUS.html

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

Sunday

10/04/2022

hour

pitch

outdoor

rain program
hour

pitch

indoor

performance / show

duration

performance / show

duration

21:00
21:00

15/3 SHADOWDANCE
16/2 CUMULUS locorum

04:00 h
04:00 h

21:00
21:00

15/2 SHADOWDANCE
16/1 CUMULUS locorum

04:00 h
04:00 h

21:00
21:00

15/3 SHADOWDANCE
16/2 CUMULUS locorum

04:00 h
04:00 h

21:00
21:00

15/2 SHADOWDANCE
16/1 CUMULUS locorum

04:00 h
04:00 h

Sacred Places (3)
België

www.sacredplaces.be
number of persons on tour

0

ARTISTS: zie sacred places (1)

current residence
Boom (België);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

MIKADO

OMATICAYA

4:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
light installation

4:00 h
scenic light installatien

http://www.sacredplaces.be/installation_OMATICAYA.html

normal program
hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor

day

date

performance / show

duration

Friday

08/04/2022

21:00
21:00

15/1 MIKADO
15/3 OMATICAYA

04:00 h
04:00 h

21:00
21:00

15/1 MIKADO
15/2 OMATICAYA

04:00 h
04:00 h

Saturday

09/04/2022

21:00
21:00

15/1 MIKADO
15/3 OMATICAYA

04:00 h
04:00 h

21:00
21:00

15/1 MIKADO
15/2 OMATICAYA

04:00 h
04:00 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

Sacred Places (4)
België

www.sacredplaces.be
number of persons on tour

0

ARTISTS: zie sacred places (1)

current residence
Boom (België);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

the MONOLITH

ICEBEAR

4:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
a light installation inspired by 2001: A Space Odessey

4:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
a scenic installation: a polar bear on a melting iceberg. The
image speaks for itself.

http://www.sacredplaces.be/installation_MONOLITH.html
http://www.sacredplaces.be/installation_ICEBEAR.html

normal program
hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor

day

date

performance / show

duration

Friday

08/04/2022

21:00
21:00

14/2 the MONOLITH
16/1 ICEBEAR

04:00 h
04:00 h

21:00
21:00

14/2 the MONOLITH
16/1 ICEBEAR

04:00 h
04:00 h

Saturday

09/04/2022

21:00
21:00

14/2 the MONOLITH
16/1 ICEBEAR

04:00 h
04:00 h

21:00
21:00

14/2 the MONOLITH
16/1 ICEBEAR

04:00 h
04:00 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

Soif Totale
België

https://www.soiftotale.com/
number of persons on tour

18

ARTISTS: Ignacio APARICIO PARDO (Spain); Carlos BARQUERO CARDENAS
(Costa Rica); Helena BERGER (Germany); Julian BLUM (Germany); Beatriz
DUARTE (Portugal); Sofia ENRIQUEZ MARTINEZ (Argentina); Elise MARTIN
(Switzerland); Mia MATTENKLOTT (Germany); Ana Julia MORO BRENE (Brasil);
Ruben OLAVE (Chile); Hugo PERNEL (France); Lucas PIERREDON (France);
Abdiel RAMOS LUCAS (Mexico); Alix SCHILS (België); Laila SMITH (New
Zealand); Marco SOLIS FALLAS (Costa Rica);
TECHNICIANS: Valentin BOUCQ (TBC) (België);
OTHER PERSONS: Zoé GRAVEZ (France);

current residence
Brussels (België);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Prologue
0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
What is the collective body? This is the question that governs
this piece and revolves around each of its tableaux. The writing
of this show begins with a prologue where the collective facet
appears in a raw way. A funky atmosphere opens the show,
welcoming the audience in a warm way.
The collective mass takes on its full meaning from the first
scene where all the bodies gather in a circle to form a large
entity devouring everything in its path, forming a chimeric
creature made up of 18 bodies. A monster made of flesh with

multiple extremities, always careful not to lose any member of
its composition.
Nevertheless, and inevitably, there are individualities that arise
from this agglomeration. Some feel oppressed and feel a need,
a need to get some fresh air. So the great body waits, listens
and observes those who come out, who change their rhythm, in
all humility and benevolence.
From this recognition and this altruism towards each member
of the group is born humanity. A simple humanity.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qa-yQM-tHuI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o2YEyPmj2kg

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

Sunday

hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

19:45

12/2 Prologue

00:30 h

17:30
19:45

12/2 Prologue
12/2 Prologue

00:30 h
00:30 h

14:00
17:30

12/2 Prologue
12/2 Prologue

00:30 h
00:30 h

09/04/2022

10/04/2022

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

19:45

14/1 Prologue

00:30 h

14:00

14/1 Prologue

00:30 h

19:45

14/1 Prologue

00:30 h

14:00

14/1 Prologue

00:30 h

sonjAMAZEreel XL
België

https://ello.co/sonjamazereel
number of persons on tour
ARTISTS: Sonja Mazereel (België); Dille Dornez (België); Bente Dornez (België);
Raphaël Pareit (België); Aaron Dornez (België); Jielke Nys (België); student BK
Heilige Familie (België); student BK Heilige Familie (België); student BK Heilige
Familie (België); student BK Heilige Familie (België);

current residence
Oostvleteren (België);

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

interactive 3D streetpainting: Back to medieval Ypres
10:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Back to medieval Ypres
Because of ‘de gevleugdelde stad’ she and here team create a
XL streetpainting that brings the Midievel Ypres back to life.
Trough the right view, the public will see the old city grow from
nothing to the moment of its full glory.
By the way, there is also a cat walking around somewhere.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h3E6coIUn70
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U2juYr2Xjeo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CWShNCiPklY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hbtM_g-UfeA

normal program
hour

pitch

outdoor

performance / show

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor

day

date

performance / show

duration

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

14:00
17:00

5/2 interactive 3D streetpainting: Back to
5/2 medieval
interactiveYpres
3D streetpainting: Back to
medieval Ypres

10:00 h
10:00 h

14:00
17:00

5 interactive 3D streetpainting: Back to
5 medieval
interactiveYpres
3D streetpainting: Back to
medieval Ypres

10:00 h
10:00 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

14:00
17:00

5/2 interactive 3D streetpainting: Back to
medieval Ypres
5/2 interactive
3D streetpainting: Back to
medieval Ypres

10:00 h
10:00 h

14:00
17:00

5 interactive 3D streetpainting: Back to
medieval Ypres
5 interactive
3D streetpainting: Back to
medieval Ypres

10:00 h
10:00 h

Stefan Paridaen
België

https://www.stefanparidaen.be
number of persons on tour

1

ARTISTS: Stefan Paridaen (België);

current residence
Antwerpen (België);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Mindreader
0:40 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Stefan Paridaen brings back mentalism to the street! You won’t
believe it until you’ve seen it with your own eyes! In this new
interactive show, mentalist Stefan Paridaen reads, predicts and
influences the minds of the audience. He pulls out all the stops
and reveals PINs, names and secrets. The show offers a
fascinating answer tot he question: “what is we could read
minds?”. Interactive street theater like you’ve never seen
before. Have you even ever seen a mentalist at work?

https://www.stefanparidaen.be

normal program
hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor

day

date

performance / show

duration

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

15:30
18:00

18/2 Mindreader
18/2 Mindreader

00:40 h
00:40 h

15:30
18:00

18/1 Mindreader
18/1 Mindreader

00:40 h
00:40 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

15:30
18:00

18/2 Mindreader
18/2 Mindreader

00:40 h
00:40 h

15:30
18:00

18/1 Mindreader
18/1 Mindreader

00:40 h
00:40 h

Straattheater Gusta
België

www.gusta.be
number of persons on tour

3

ARTISTS: Peter Gusta (België); Kanza Mees (België); Ellen Devos (België);

current residence
Mechelen (België);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Les Silhouettes

Muzikaal Vuuronthaal

0:40 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
A dreamy mobile act that retakes the long-forgotten craft of
silhouette cutting. Accompanied by appropriate musical
support, this mysterious duo moves throught the streets or
across the festival site. Armed only with scissors and paper,
they always manage to arouse amazement. During this
wordless act, your silhouette is immortalized in paper. A nice
and original keepsake to take home with you.

1:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Kanza Mees is a live looping multi-instrumentalist who invites
his audience to his cinematic and enchanting musical
landscape. Visually everything is enhanced by subtle lighting
and 2 flame throwers.
Musical Fire Welcome is a continuous act in which the audience
chooses how long they continue to listen and is ideal to provide
an already evocative location with appropriate music with a
visual character. This act can work well in combination with
installations of other collectives.

https://youtu.be/dK1RAh3eRas
https://youtu.be/Zjy_An7sVLI
https://youtu.be/5q5D6NauHyU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dK1RAh3eRas

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

hour

21:45

pitch

performance / show

7/1 Muzikaal Vuuronthaal

Saturday

09/04/2022

14:15
16:15
18:45
21:45

15/3
15/3
15/3
7/1

Les Silhouettes
Les Silhouettes
Les Silhouettes
Muzikaal Vuuronthaal

Sunday

10/04/2022

14:15
16:15
18:45

15/3 Les Silhouettes
15/3 Les Silhouettes
15/3 Les Silhouettes

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

01:00 h

21:45

7/1 Muzikaal Vuuronthaal

00:40 h
00:40 h
00:40 h
01:00 h

14:15
16:15
18:45
21:45

15/2
15/2
15/2
7/1

00:40 h
00:40 h
00:40 h

14:15
16:15
18:45

15/2 Les Silhouettes
15/2 Les Silhouettes
15/2 Les Silhouettes

Les Silhouettes
Les Silhouettes
Les Silhouettes
Muzikaal Vuuronthaal

duration

01:00 h

00:40 h
00:40 h
00:40 h
01:00 h

00:40 h
00:40 h
00:40 h

Surprise Effect
France

www.surprise-effect.com
number of persons on tour

5

ARTISTS: Rayan Frezouls (France); Wali Petrus (France); Clement Carrere
(France); Mensour Haroura (France);
OTHER PERSONS: Nicolas Letay (France);

current residence
Toulouse (France);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

French Flower
0:45 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Combining theatre, acrobatics, comedy and more, Surprise
Effect is a must-see.
The dynamic and interactive show of Surprise Effect continues
to deliver a positive message of togetherness through shared
enjoyment.
100% smile guaranteed !

Together they deliver an original performance full
of energy & creativity. They interact with the public
and entertain the masses, spreading positivity and
inspiration with every show.

MEETING • CONNECTING • SHARING

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9DU374JAxHM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mli-EvR1y_4&t=5s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V2Ek6X8os-s

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

Sunday

10/04/2022

hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

15:00

6/1 French Flower

00:45 h

17:45
19:30

6/1 French Flower
6/1 French Flower

00:45 h
00:45 h

15:00

6/1 French Flower

00:45 h

17:45

6/1 French Flower

00:45 h

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

17:00

5/1 French Flower

00:45 h

17:00

5/1 French Flower

00:45 h

Tall Tales Company
Nederland

https://www.hhproducties.nl

https://talltales.nl
number of persons on tour

8

ARTISTS: Maartje Bonarius (Nederland); Harm van der Laan (Nederland); Joris de
Jong (Nederland); Sophia Oltmanns (Germany); Luc van Esch (Nederland);
TECHNICIANS: Jaap Schledorn (Nederland);
OTHER PERSONS: Tanja Ruiter (Nederland); Huub Heye (Nederland);

current residence
Rotterdam (Nederland);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Square Two (English version)

Square Two (Nederlandse versie)

1:05 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
In Square Two you will be taken into the wonderful world of
codes and patterns. From the trees that grow in our street, the
house in which we live, to the path of life we follow, patterns
and codes are everywhere. Tall Tales Company and visual artist
Don Satijn spent two years researching how the underlying
codes of each other's work relate to the rest of the world. The
result is a route through a striking building, part of a city or
through nature, in which static art comes to life in hypnotic
living juggling sculptures and juggling patterns are

1:05 h
captured in abstract paintings. Square Two is a visual
performance that gives you a completely new perspective on
juggling, visual art and your own environment.
Square Two is an artistic experiment at the intersection of
circus and visual art. A collaboration between Tall Tales
Company and visual artist Don Satijn.

https://vimeo.com/666800970
https://vimeo.com/362078337

normal program
hour

pitch

outdoor

performance / show

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor

day

date

performance / show

duration

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

15:15
17:30

5/1 Square Two (English version)
5/1 Square Two (Nederlandse versie)

01:05 h
01:05 h

15:15
17:30

5/1 Square Two (English version)
5/1 Square Two (Nederlandse versie)

01:05 h
01:05 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

15:15
17:30

5/1 Square Two (English version)
5/1 Square Two (Nederlandse versie)

01:05 h
01:05 h

15:15
17:30

5/1 Square Two (English version)
5/1 Square Two (Nederlandse versie)

01:05 h
01:05 h

The Show Globe
UK

www.theshowglobe.co.uk
number of persons on tour

3

ARTISTS: Nikki Kennett (UK); Tim Kennett (UK);
TECHNICIANS: Jason Mercer (UK);

current residence
Bognor Regis (UK);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Enchanted Flower Globe
0:30 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
The Enchanted Flower Globe is a visually beautiful and very
interactive walking act by The Show Globe from the U.K. It
transports the spectator to a place of imagination and wonder
whatever their age. The performance character is Floris, the
flower nymph who is surrounded by beautiful oversized
flowers, leaves and the little creatures that live inside this
unique microclimate. She brings the beautiful butterfly puppets
to life with a little help from the public, particularly the children,
in a series of short vignettes as she meets the public.

0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
The whole globe glides short distances during its 30 or 45
minute sets with tranquil music playing from it, peppered with
bird song, crickets and buzzing bees. It brings a ray of sunshine
to events whatever the weather, the Globe is completely
waterproof so will still perform in the rain! The public are
encouraged to press the big button on the outside to trigger the
special effect. It’s quite the spectacle, standing at 2.30m tall, it’s
visible even in dense crowds, becoming brightly illuminated for
dusk and evening performances.

https://vimeo.com/387744792

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

Sunday

hour

pitch

outdoor

rain program
hour

pitch

indoor

performance / show

duration

performance / show

duration

21:15

10/1 Enchanted Flower Globe

00:30 h

21:15

10/1 Enchanted Flower Globe

00:30 h

16:45
21:15

10/1 Enchanted Flower Globe
10/1 Enchanted Flower Globe

00:30 h
00:30 h

16:45
21:15

10/1 Enchanted Flower Globe
10/1 Enchanted Flower Globe

00:30 h
00:30 h

14:00
16:45

10/1 Enchanted Flower Globe
10/1 Enchanted Flower Globe

00:30 h
00:30 h

14:00
16:45

10/1 Enchanted Flower Globe
10/1 Enchanted Flower Globe

00:30 h
00:30 h

09/04/2022

10/04/2022

Theater Tol vzw
België

www.theatertol.com
number of persons on tour

8

ARTISTS: Julia Mitomi (danser) (Japan); Lisette Henst (costumière) (Nederland);
Lisette Henst (costumière) (Nederland); Helma Melis (choreo) (België);
TECHNICIANS: Werner Misenbrock, Lukas Verdijck (België); Bram Bohez
(België);
OTHER PERSONS: Ellen Verest (België);

current residence
Antwerpen (België);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Tarta (met danseres)

Tarta (met videoprojectie)

0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Tarta is a floating installation in the shape of a cake on which
cinematic images are shown. The audience gets invited to visit
a world under water where the characters are lost and try to
survive beneath the water surface. Tol takes you away to a
moment of peace and quiet. Take your time, sit down. The cake
shows you what is happening at the same time in an imaginary
underwater world. Enjoy a nighttime sensory experience with
images and sound and get closer to nature.

0:30 h

The installation Tarta is part of a larger performance, yet to be
created by Theater Tol: Tarta Cine.

https://vimeo.com/664747245

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

hour

pitch

outdoor

rain program
hour

pitch

indoor

performance / show

duration

performance / show

duration

22:45

10/3 Tarta (met videoprojectie)

00:30 h

22:45

10/1 Tarta (met videoprojectie)

00:30 h

Saturday

09/04/2022

14:00
16:45
22:45

10/3 Tarta (met danseres)
10/3 Tarta (met danseres)
10/3 Tarta (met videoprojectie)

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

14:00
16:45
22:45

10/1 Tarta (met danseres)
10/1 Tarta (met danseres)
10/1 Tarta (met videoprojectie)

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

14:00
16:45

10/3 Tarta (met danseres)
10/3 Tarta (met danseres)

00:30 h
00:30 h

14:00
16:45

10/1 Tarta (met danseres)
10/1 Tarta (met danseres)

00:30 h
00:30 h

TNT Crew
België

www.tntshows.com
number of persons on tour

4

ARTISTS: Joris Geens (België); Wannes Geens (België); Nicolas Deschères
(België);
OTHER PERSONS: Mathijs Vereecken (België);

current residence
Deinze (België);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Beach
0:20 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
A funny and spectacular show for young and old, with a very
high level of acrobatics and a trampoline wall. As always with
TNT Crew.

https://vimeo.com/460130919

normal program
hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor

day

date

performance / show

duration

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

14:15
16:30
19:00

18/2 Beach
18/2 Beach
18/2 Beach

00:20 h
00:20 h
00:20 h

14:15
16:30
19:00

18/4 Beach
18/4 Beach
18/4 Beach

00:20 h
00:20 h
00:20 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

14:15
16:30
19:00

18/2 Beach
18/2 Beach
18/2 Beach

00:20 h
00:20 h
00:20 h

14:15
16:30
19:00

18/4 Beach
18/4 Beach
18/4 Beach

00:20 h
00:20 h
00:20 h

Vol'e Temps
Spain

http://voletemps.com/distans
number of persons on tour

3

ARTISTS: Sara Ortiz (France); Albert Moncunill Ferrer (Spain);
TECHNICIANS: Oskar Vizcaino Ríos (Spain);

current residence
Grenade (Spain);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

DistanS
0:55 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
DistanS speaks of friendship: the memories that still live in our
hearts despite the years that have passed. It speaks of the
fragility of human nature, of breakdowns, breakups, loneliness,
and a love strong enough to regenerate and rebuild
relationships with those around us.
An emotional journey through a visual and audio landscape,
combining elements of acrobatics and physical theater to
deliver an organic, poignant and thoroughly enjoyable show.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZAamG6Dm5TI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ZZbSlwKWdM&index=1&list=PLXTT4UHcSU0mOJIO48SO1hetYXiZwSX0i

normal program
hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor

day

date

performance / show

duration

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

14:30
17:00

18/1 DistanS
18/1 DistanS

00:55 h
00:55 h

14:30
17:00

18/2 DistanS
18/2 DistanS

00:55 h
00:55 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

14:30
17:00

18/1 DistanS
18/1 DistanS

00:55 h
00:55 h

14:30
17:00

18/2 DistanS
18/2 DistanS

00:55 h
00:55 h

Vuurkunst
België

www.vuurkunst.net
number of persons on tour

2

current residence
Leopoldsburg (België);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Vuur-kunstwerkinstallatie vuuropstelling

De ZigZag kubus Vuur-kunstwerkinstallatie

4:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau

4:00 h

A fire and light installation with a lot of fireflames. It will amaze
you and will create a fairy-like atmosphere.

Lots of fire light lantarns that can transform the darkest nights
into a fairylike atmosphere.

https://www.vuurkunst.net/gallery
https://www.vuurkunst.net/vuurletters
https://www.vuurkunst.net/performance-show

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

Sunday

10/04/2022

hour

21:00
21:00

pitch

outdoor

rain program

performance / show

duration

6/3 Vuur-kunstwerkinstallatie
6/3 vuuropstelling
De ZigZag kubus Vuurkunstwerkinstallatie

04:00 h
04:00 h

hour

21:00
21:00

pitch

indoor
performance / show

6/1 Vuur-kunstwerkinstallatie
6/1 vuuropstelling
De ZigZag kubus Vuurkunstwerkinstallatie

duration

04:00 h
04:00 h

Wensenstof
België

www.nilahoop.be

www.julestingles.com
number of persons on tour

5

ARTISTS: Nele Callebaut (België); Julie Kennivé (België); Kim Fruyt (België);
Arjuna Deketele (België); Verena Bols (België);
TECHNICIANS: Wouke Daki (België);

current residence
Zele (België); Gent (België);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Wensenstof
0:40 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux

Rumi once said: if you want something, let your wish go en let it
light up because of longing: completely free of the personal.
With a ‘buggy’ filled with wishing dust, we would like to have
some time with your wishes. If you let us, we will flicker them
into the light of a flame.

https://youtu.be/TFli1L-KW1k

normal program
hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor

day

date

performance / show

duration

Friday

08/04/2022

21:15
22:45

11/2 Wensenstof
10/1 Wensenstof

00:40 h
00:40 h

21:15
22:45

11/2 Wensenstof
10/1 Wensenstof

00:40 h
00:40 h

Saturday

09/04/2022

21:15
22:45

11/2 Wensenstof
10/1 Wensenstof

00:40 h
00:40 h

21:15
22:45

11/2 Wensenstof
10/1 Wensenstof

00:40 h
00:40 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

Wise Fools
Finland

www.triowisefools.com
number of persons on tour

3

ARTISTS: Valpuri Kaarninen (Finland); Jaimee Allen (South Africa); Maria Peltola
(Finland);

current residence
Brussels (in summer season) (België); Tampere (often in winter season) (Finland);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Trashpeze

Hot and Cold

0:30 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
One has her nose buried in a notebook and doesn’t want to
participate. Another has so much energy it sometimes goes a
bit too far. The third is just trying to make everything work,
while looking great of course. Things escalate quickly when
these three personalities are doing a show together. The one
thing they all share, a love for a good joke. Trashpeze offers
explosive female energy high in the air. Three original acts on
the triple trapeze and cloud swing carry through a story of
learning how to work together when we don’t quite understand
the other.

0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
The most important circus disciplines in the show are our main
disciplines triple trapeze and cloud swing, pyramids. In addition
to this, we plan to explore our other skills such as human
pyramids, straps, rope, dance triple trapeze and possible other
new aerial equipment.
Developing new tricks and material for our equipment has
always been an integral part of our work and will continue to
play an important role in this performance.
(work in progress; premiere in 2023)

https://youtu.be/gUngB-nFvwE
https://youtu.be/_K2GlKz2m9A
https://youtu.be/ecud0vNYePU

normal program
hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor

day

date

performance / show

duration

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

15:30
18:15

17/2 Trashpeze
17/2 Trashpeze

00:30 h
00:30 h

15:30

17/1 Trashpeze

00:30 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

15:30
18:15

17/2 Trashpeze
17/2 Trashpeze

00:30 h
00:30 h

15:30

17/1 Trashpeze

00:30 h

Ymedioteatro
Spain

www.ymedioteatro.com
number of persons on tour

3

ARTISTS: Santos Sanchez Torres (Spain); Alexander Ramos Martinez (Spain);
OTHER PERSONS: Violaine Bailleul (France);

current residence
Torreperogil (Spain);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Echo
0:15 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Being free, many times, is not about breaking the bonds but
about living together with theM.
While trying to do so, life repeats in an echo that resonates in
the walls of heads and heartS.

A dance of visual metaphors for a comic show which talks
about the poetry that binds us to life

Playing around is the origin of the creation. With no modesty,
no fear, for all and with all: the puppets, the objects, the
scenery, the lighting, the emotions, the music and the
movement.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_YXrfh2SOBg

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

Sunday

10/04/2022

hour

14:00
15:45
17:15

14:00
15:45
17:15

pitch

performance / show

1/1 Echo
1/1 Echo
1/1 Echo

1/1 Echo
1/1 Echo
1/1 Echo

outdoor

rain program
duration

00:15 h
00:15 h
00:15 h

00:15 h
00:15 h
00:15 h

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

14:00
15:45

1/2 Echo
1/2 Echo

00:15 h
00:15 h

18:15

1/2 Echo

00:15 h

14:00
15:45

1/2 Echo
1/2 Echo

00:15 h
00:15 h

18:15

1/2 Echo

00:15 h

Yohan Durand (Cie Polythelie)
France

http://www.yohandurand.com/
number of persons on tour

2

ARTISTS: Yohan Durand (France);
OTHER PERSONS: Céline Sin (France);

current residence
Lyon (France);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

C’est idiot mais ça colle à la peau (en Françcais)

This Is Silly But It Sticks To The Skin (in English)

0:45 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
A timeless and universal message takes you
to the train of life.
The train of life?
Yes, the one in which everybody gets in while not knowing
where they may go. Meet Yohan and your trip will be changed
permanently. Until then, be prepared, you will no longer be a
spectator but a spectacular traveller !
Yohan Durand takes you into this metaphorical train where his
amazing skills makes you travel at a frenetic pace.

0:45 h
A special travel in the depths of his very own life
where fineness and poetry meet.
As a diabolist and dancer, Yohan Durand spins, jumps and
tosses his body and diabolos all aroundthe stage in a total
physical and verbal commitment.
An innovative travel between diabolo and contemporary dance,
an authentic artist giving himself completely, letting the art of
diabolo rushing under your skin.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hV5UAVV94c0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ri8mPSGdrq8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LBfVRSO96-8

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

Sunday

10/04/2022

hour

pitch

outdoor

performance / show

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

14:00
16:45

2/1 C’est idiot mais ça colle à la peau (en
2/1 Françcais)
This Is Silly But It Sticks To The Skin
(in English)

00:45 h
00:45 h

16:45

5/2 C’est idiot mais ça colle à la peau (en
Françcais)

00:45 h

14:00
16:45

2/1 C’est idiot mais ça colle à la peau (en
2/1 Françcais)
This Is Silly But It Sticks To The Skin
(in English)

00:45 h
00:45 h

16:45

5/2 This Is Silly But It Sticks To The Skin
(in English)

00:45 h

Zazzu
België

https://www.zazzu.be/nectar
number of persons on tour

1

ARTISTS: Lawrence Demortier (België);

current residence
Brugge (België);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Nectar
6:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Nectar, a wonderful installation in which deep blue butterflies,
music and new technology come together in a colorful world!
With the smartphone and with Augmented Reality technology,
virtual butterflies around you come to life. This interactive
experience can be placed directly on top of the installation via
zazzu.be/ar
experience. No app needs to be installed by the visitor.

Hundreds of deep blue butterflies flutter freely through the air
on their colorful wings.
Some rest on a fragrant flower, tasting the sweet nectar.
They fly from flower to branch, from bush to tree until they find
that special place and settle down, waiting for night to fall...

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

Sunday

10/04/2022

hour

14:00
21:00

pitch

performance / show

11/3 Nectar
11/3 Nectar

outdoor

rain program
duration

06:00 h
06:00 h

hour

14:00
21:00

pitch

indoor
performance / show

11/2 Nectar
11/2 Nectar

duration

06:00 h
06:00 h

Zinzi&Evertjan
België

www.zinzi-evertjan.com
number of persons on tour

3

ARTISTS: Zinzi Oegema (Nederland); Evertjan Mercier (België);
OTHER PERSONS: Manon Mercier (België);

current residence
Antwerpen (België); Amsterdam (Nederland);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

The show must go on
0:27 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Ode to the attempt
A piece filled with genuine enthusiasm, humor and live music.
Try after try, from utter failure to near success both artists
continue to give their best. They struggle through a bundle of
entangled limbs. Knotted music cables, wild acrobatics and
distorted guitar riffs, whatever happens, the show will go on!

https://vimeo.com/482515633

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

Sunday

hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

15:45
18:15

12/2 The show must go on
12/2 The show must go on

00:27 h
00:27 h

15:45
18:15

12/2 The show must go on
12/2 The show must go on

00:27 h
00:27 h

10/04/2022

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

15:30

14/1 The show must go on

00:27 h

15:30

14/1 The show must go on

00:27 h

Zwermers
Nederland

zwermers.nl
number of persons on tour

4

ARTISTS: Inez Wolters (Nederland); Paul can de Waterlaat (Nederland); Wouter
De Belder (België);
TECHNICIANS: Sander Verbiest (Nederland);

current residence
Tilburg (Nederland);

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Pan~// Catwalk
0:35 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Pan~// Catwalk plays with the human tendency to label
everything we see, the performance stimulates and undermines
that urge. By continuously putting on and taking off outfits, an
enumeration of all kinds of people is created. In doing so, we do
not pass judgment on the different types of people, but show
the fluidity of our identity by means of incessant clothing
changes.

With two performers, a violinist and a never-ending row of
outfits, Zwermers pays tribute to the colorful and versatile
human being. You will be immersed in a never-ending stream of
clothing changes supported by a one-man orchestra with violin
and loop station, inspired by composers such as Hauschka and
Philip Glass.

https://vimeo.com/353527152
https://vimeo.com/459042803
https://vimeo.com/480808399

normal program
hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor

day

date

performance / show

duration

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

15:00
17:45
19:45

7/1 Pan~// Catwalk
7/1 Pan~// Catwalk
7/1 Pan~// Catwalk

00:35 h
00:35 h
00:35 h

15:00
17:45
19:45

7/1 Pan~// Catwalk
7/1 Pan~// Catwalk
7/1 Pan~// Catwalk

00:35 h
00:35 h
00:35 h

Sunday

10/04/2022

15:00
17:45

7/1 Pan~// Catwalk
7/1 Pan~// Catwalk

00:35 h
00:35 h

15:00
17:45

7/1 Pan~// Catwalk
7/1 Pan~// Catwalk

00:35 h
00:35 h

Vrije plaats
number of persons on tour

current residence

normal program
day

date

Friday

08/04/2022

Saturday

09/04/2022

Sunday

10/04/2022

hour

pitch

performance / show

outdoor

rain program
duration

hour

pitch

indoor
performance / show

duration

